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BookNew York.I.The Temple of God, City of Zion, The Temple LandsThe Temple of God’s
colonnade soared effortlessly against the springtime blue of the northern sky. The columns were
just over sixty feet high, and the central dome which dominated the entire majestic structure rose
higher yet, to a height of a hundred and fifty feet. It shone like a huge, polished mirror in the
sunlight, plated in silver and crowned with the gem-encrusted, solid-gold icon of the Archangel
Langhorne, tablets of law clasped in one arm, the scepter of his holy authority raised high in the
other. That icon was eighteen feet tall, glittering more brilliantly even than the dome under the
morning sun. For over eight centuries, since the very dawn of Creation, that breathtakingly
beautiful archangel had stood guard over God’s home on Safehold, and it and the dome under it
were both as brilliant and untouched by weather or time as the day they were first set in
place.The Temple sat atop an emerald green hill which lifted it even further towards God’s
heavens. Its gleaming dome was visible from many miles away, across the waters of Lake Pei,
and it glittered like a gold and alabaster crown above the great lakeside city of Zion. It was the
city’s crown in more than one way, for the city itself—one of the half-dozen largest on all of
Safehold, and by far its oldest—existed for only one purpose: to serve the needs of the Church
of God Awaiting.Erayk Dynnys, Archbishop of Charis, strolled slowly towards the Temple across
the vast Plaza of Martyrs, dominated by the countless fountains whose dancing jets, splashing
about the feet of heroic sculptures of Langhorne, Bédard, and the other archangels, cast damp,
refreshing breaths of spray to the breeze. He wore the white cassock of the episcopate, and the
three-cornered priest’s cap upon his head bore the white cockade and dove-tailed orange ribbon
of an archbishop. The fragrant scents of the northern spring wafted from the beds of flowers and
flowering shrubs the Temple’s gardening staff kept perfectly maintained, but the archbishop
scarcely noticed. The wonders of the Temple were a part of his everyday world, and more
mundane aspects of that same world often pushed them into the background of his
awareness.“So,” he said to the younger man walking beside him, “I take it we still haven’t
received the documents from Breygart?”“No, Your Eminence,” Father Mahtaio Broun replied



obediently. Unlike his patron’s, his priest’s cap bore only the brown cockade of an upper-priest,
but the white crown embroidered on his cassock’s right sleeve marked him as a senior
archbishop’s personal secretary and aide.“A pity,” Dynnys murmured, with just a trace of a smile.
“Still, I’m sure Zherald did inform both him and Haarahld that the documentary evidence was
necessary. Mother Church has done her best to see to it that both sides are fairly presented
before the Ecclesiastical Court.”“Of course, Your Eminence,” Father Mahtaio agreed.Unlike the
prelate he served, Broun was careful not to smile, even though he knew about the private
message from Dynnys to Bishop Executor Zherald Ahdymsyn instructing him to administratively
“lose” the message for at least a five-day or two. Broun was privy to most of his patron’s
activities, however…discreet they might be. He simply wasn’t senior enough to display
amusement or satisfaction over their success. Not yet, at least. Someday, he was sure, that
seniority would be his.The two clerics reached the sweeping, majestically proportioned steps of
the colonnade. Dozens of other churchmen moved up and down those steps, through the huge,
opened bas-relief doors, but the stream parted around Dynnys and his aide without even a
murmur of protest.If he’d barely noticed the beauty of the Temple itself, the archbishop
completely ignored the lesser clerics making way for him, just as he ignored the uniformed
Temple Guards standing rigidly at attention at regular intervals, cuirasses gleaming in the
sunlight, bright-edged halberds braced. He continued his stately progress, hands folded in the
voluminous, orange-trimmed sleeves of his snow white cassock, while he pondered the
afternoon’s scheduled session.He and Broun crossed the threshold into the vast, soaring
cathedral itself. The vaulted ceiling floated eighty feet above the gleaming pavement—rising to
almost twice that at the apex of the central dome—and ceiling frescoes depicting the archangels
laboring at the miraculous business of Creation circled the gold and gem-encrusted ceiling.
Cunningly arranged mirrors and skylights set into the Temple’s roof gathered the springtime
sunlight and spilled it through the frescoes in carefully directed shafts of brilliance. Incense
drifted in sweet-smelling clouds and tendrils, spiraling through the sunlight like lazy serpents of
smoke, and the magnificently trained voices of the Temple Choir rose in a quiet, perfectly
harmonized a cappella hymn of praise.The choir was yet another of the wonders of the Temple,
trained and dedicated to the purpose of seeing to it that God’s house was perpetually filled with
voices raised in His praise, as Langhorne had commanded. Just before the morning choir
reached the end of its assigned time, the afternoon choir would march quietly into its place in the
identical choir loft on the opposite side of the cathedral, where it would join the morning choir’s
song. As the afternoon singers’ voices rose, the morning singers’ voices would fade, and, to the
listening ear, unless it was very carefully trained, it would sound as if there had been no break or
change at all in the hymn.The archbishop and his aide stepped across the vast, detailed map of
God’s world, inlaid into the floor just inside the doors, and made their way around the
circumference of the circular cathedral. Neither of them paid much attention to the priests and
acolytes around the altar at the center of the circle, celebrating the third of the daily morning
masses for the regular flow of pilgrims. Every child of God was required by the Writ to make the



journey to the Temple at least once in his life. Obviously, that wasn’t actually possible for
everyone, and God recognized that, yet enough of His children managed to meet that obligation
to keep the cathedral perpetually thronged with worshippers. Except, of course, during the winter
months of bitter cold and deep snow.The cathedral pavement shone with blinding brightness
where the focused beams of sunlight struck it, and at each of those points lay a circular golden
seal, two feet across, bearing the sigil of one of the archangels. Like the icon of Langhorne atop
the Temple dome and the dome itself, those seals were as brilliant, as untouched by wear or
time as the day the Temple was raised. Each of them—like the gold-veined lapis lazuli of the
pavement itself, and the vast map at the entry—was protected by the three-inch-thick sheet of
imperishable crystal which covered them. The blocks of lapis had been sealed into the
pavement with silver, and that silver gleamed as untarnished and perfect as the gold of the seals
themselves. No mortal knew how it had been accomplished, but legend had it that after the
archangels had raised the Temple, they had commanded the air itself to protect both its gilded
roof and that magnificent pavement for all time. However they had worked their miracle, the
crystalline surface bore not a single scar, not one scuff mark, to show the endless generations of
feet which had passed across it since the Creation or the perpetually polishing mops of the
acolytes responsible for maintaining its brilliance.Dynnys’ and Broun’s slippered feet made no
sound, adding to the illusion that they were, in fact, walking upon air, as they circled to the west
side of the cathedral and passed through one of the doorways there into the administrative
wings of the Temple. They passed down broad hallways, illuminated by skylights and soaring
windows of the same imperishable crystal and decorated with priceless tapestries, paintings,
and statuary. The administrative wings, like the cathedral, were the work of divine hands, not of
mere mortals, and stood as pristine and perfect as the day they had been created.Eventually,
they reached their destination. The conference chamber’s door was flanked by two more Temple
Guards, although these carried swords, not halberds, and their cuirasses bore the golden
starburst of the Grand Vicar quartered with the Archangel Schueler’s sword. They came smartly
to attention as the archbishop and his aide passed them without so much as a glance.Three
more prelates and their aides, accompanied by two secretaries and a trio of law masters,
awaited them.“So, here you are, Erayk. At last,” one of the other archbishops said dryly as
Dynnys and Broun crossed to the conference table.“I beg your pardon, Zhasyn,” Dynnys said
with an easy smile. “I was unavoidably delayed, I’m afraid.”“I’m sure.” Archbishop Zhasyn Cahnyr
snorted. Cahnyr, a lean, sparely built man, was archbishop of Glacierheart, in the Republic of
Siddarmark, and while Dynnys’ cassock bore the black scepter of the Order of Langhorne on its
right breast, Cahnyr’s showed the green-trimmed brown grain sheaf of the Order of Sondheim.
The two men had known one another for years…and there was remarkably little love lost
between them.“Now, now, Zhasyn,” Urvyn Myllyr, Archbishop of Sodar, chided. Myllyr was built
much like Dynnys himself: too well-fleshed to be considered lean, yet not quite heavy enough to
be considered fat. He also wore the black scepter of Langhorne, but where Dynnys’ graying hair
was thinning and had once been golden blond, Myllyr’s was a still-thick salt-and-pepper black.



“Be nice,” he continued now, smiling at Cahnyr. “Some delays truly are unavoidable, you know.
Even”—he winked at Dynnys—“Erayk’s.”Cahnyr did not appear mollified, but he contented
himself with another snort and sat back in his chair.“Whatever the cause, at least you are here
now, Erayk,” the third prelate observed, “so let’s get started, shall we?”“Of course, Wyllym,”
Dynnys replied, not obsequiously, but without the insouciance he’d shown Cahnyr.Wyllym
Rayno, Archbishop of Chiang-wu, was several years younger than Dynnys, and unlike a great
many of Mother Church’s bishops and archbishops, he had been born in the province which had
since become his archbishopric. He was short, dark, and slender, and there was something…
dangerous about him. Not surprisingly, perhaps. While Dynnys, Cahnyr, and Myllyr all wore the
white cassocks of their rank, Rayno, as always, wore the habit of a simple monk in the dark
purple of the Order of Schueler. The bared sword of the order’s patron stood out starkly on the
right breast of that dark habit, white and trimmed in orange to proclaim his own archbishop’s
rank, but its episcopal white was less important than the golden flame of Jwo-jeng
superimposed across it. That flame-crowned sword marked him as the Schuelerite Adjutant
General, which made him effectively the executive officer of Vicar Zhaspyr Clyntahn, the Grand
Inquisitor himself.As always, the sight of that habit gave Dynnys a slight twinge. Not that he’d
ever had any personal quarrel with Rayno. It was more a matter of…tradition than anything
else.Once upon a time, the rivalry between his own Order of Langhorne and the Schuelerites
had been both open and intense, but the struggle for primacy within the Temple had been
decided in the Schuelerites’ favor generations ago. The Order of Schueler’s role as the guardian
of doctrinal orthodoxy had given it a powerful advantage, which had been decisively
strengthened by the judicious political maneuvering within the Temple’s hierarchy which had
absorbed the Order of Jwo-jeng into the Schuelerites. These days, the Order of Langhorne
stood clearly second within that hierarchy, which made the Schuelerite practice of dressing as
humble brothers of their order, regardless of their personal rank in the Church’s hierarchy, its
own form of arrogance.Dynnys sat in the armchair awaiting him, Broun perched on the far
humbler stool behind his archbishop’s chair, and Rayno gestured to one of the law
masters.“Begin,” he said.“Your Eminences,” the law master, a monk of Dynnys’ own order, said,
standing behind the neat piles of legal documents on the table before him, “as you all know, the
purpose of the meeting of this committee of the Ecclesiastical Court is to consider a final
recommendation on the succession dispute in the earldom of Hanth. We have researched the
applicable law, and each of you has received a digest of our findings. We have also summarized
the testimony before this committee and the documents submitted to it. As always, we are but
the Court’s servants. Having provided you with all of the information available to us, we await
your pleasure.”He seated himself once more, and Rayno looked around the conference table at
his fellow archbishops.“Is there any need to reconsider any of the points of law which have been
raised in the course of these hearings?” he asked. Heads shook silently in reply. “Are there any
disputes about the summary of the testimony we’ve already heard or the documents we’ve
already reviewed?” he continued, and, once again, heads shook. “Very well. Does anyone have



anything new to present?”“If I may, Wyllym?” Cahnyr said, and Rayno nodded for him to
continue. The lean archbishop turned to look at Dynnys.“At our last meeting, you told us you
were still awaiting certain documents from Bishop Executor Zherald. Have they arrived?”“I fear
not,” Dynnys said, shaking his head gravely.Zherald Ahdymsyn was officially Dynnys’ assistant;
in fact, he was the de facto acting archbishop for Dynnys’ distant archbishopric and the manager
of Dynnys’ own vast estates there. Charis was the next best thing to twelve thousand miles from
the Temple, and there was no way Dynnys could have personally seen to the pastoral
requirements of “his” parishioners and also dealt with all of the other responsibilities which
attached to his high office. So, like the vast majority of prelates whose sees lay beyond the
continent of Haven or its sister continent, Howard, to the south, he left those pastoral and local
administrative duties to his bishop executor. Once a year, despite the hardship involved, Dynnys
traveled to Charis for a monthlong pastoral visit; the rest of the year, he relied upon Ahdymsyn.
The bishop executor might not be the most brilliant man he’d ever met, but he was dependable
and understood the practical realities of Church politics. He was also less greedy than most
when it came to siphoning off personal wealth.“But you did request that he send them?” Cahnyr
pressed, and Dynnys allowed an expression of overtried patience to cross his face.“Of course I
did, Zhasyn,” he replied. “I dispatched the original request via semaphore to Clahnyr over two
months ago, as we all agreed, to be relayed by sea across the Cauldron. Obviously, I couldn’t go
into a great deal of detail in a semaphore message, but Father Mahtaio sent a more complete
request via wyvern the same day, and it reached Clahnyr barely a five-day later. We also notified
Sir Hauwerd’s man of law here in Zion of our requirements and informed him that we were
passing the request along to his client.”“‘Two months ago’ doesn’t leave very much time for any
documentation to arrive from so far away. Particularly at this time of year, given the sort of storms
they have in the Cauldron every fall,” Cahnyr observed in a deliberately neutral tone, and Dynnys
showed his fellow prelate his teeth in what might possibly have been called a smile.“True,” he
said almost sweetly. “On the other hand, the message was sent over two months ago, which
seems more than sufficient time for Zherald to have relayed my request to Sir Hauwerd and for
Sir Hauwerd to have responded. And for a dispatch vessel from Charis to cross back to Clahnyr,
weather or no weather, with at least a semaphore message to alert us that the documents in
question were on their way. In fact, I’ve exchanged another complete round of messages with
Zherald on other topics over the same time frame, so I feel quite sure the dispatch boats are
surviving the crossing, despite any autumn gales.”Cahnyr looked as if he was tempted to launch
another sharp riposte of his own. But if he was, he suppressed the temptation. Rayno and Myllyr
only nodded, and Dynnys hid a mental smirk.He often found Cahnyr’s brand of personal piety
rather wearing, although he had to admit it gave his rival a certain cachet in the Temple’s
hierarchy. He wasn’t quite unique, of course, but most of the archbishops and vicars charged
with administering God’s affairs were too busy for the sort of simpleminded pastoral focus
Cahnyr seemed to prefer.Dynnys was prepared to admit that that was even more true in his case
than in many others’. It could scarcely be otherwise, with Charis so far from Zion and the Temple.



Cahnyr’s archbishopric was less than half as distant, although, to be fair, most of the weary miles
to Glacierheart were overland, and Cahnyr made two pastoral visits per year, not just one. But he
could also make the journey without being totally out of touch with the Temple. Thanks to the
semaphore chains the Church maintained across Haven and Howard, the two-way message
time between Glacierheart and the Temple was less than three days.Dynnys had occasionally
wondered if a part of Cahnyr’s enmity might not stem from the differences between their
archbishoprics. He knew that at least a portion of the bad blood between them came from the
fact that Cahnyr had been the son of a minor Dohlaran nobleman, whereas Dynnys was the son
of an archbishop and the grandnephew of a grand vicar. Cahnyr stood outside the traditional
great ecclesiastic dynasties which had dominated the Temple for centuries, and he’d never
seemed to quite grasp how those dynasties played the game.That game, as Dynnys was well
aware, explained how he’d gotten Charis and Cahnyr…hadn’t. Despite the other prelate’s
ostentatious piety, he couldn’t be totally dead to ambition, or he would never have attained a
bishop’s ruby ring, far less his present rank, and Cahnyr’s archbishopric was a mere province of
the Republic of Siddarmark, whereas Dynnys’ was the entire Kingdom of Charis. It was always
possible that fact did, indeed, account for Cahnyr’s hostility, although Dynnys rather doubted it in
his calmer moments. Craggy, mountainous Glacierheart was barely a quarter the size of Charis
proper, and sparsely populated compared with the rest of Haven, but it probably had almost as
many inhabitants as the entire kingdom.Although not, he reflected complacently, a tenth as
much wealth.Haven and Howard were the principal landmasses of Safehold, and Langhorne
and his fellow archangels had planted humanity far more thickly across them than anywhere
else. Even today, eight, or possibly even as many as nine, out of every ten inhabitants of
Safehold were to be found there, so it was little wonder Mother Church’s attention was so fully
fixed there as well. The long chains of semaphore stations, reaching out from Zion in every
direction, allowed the Temple to oversee its far-flung archbishoprics, bishoprics, cathedrals,
churches, congregations, monasteries, convents, and ecclesiastical manors, as well as the
intendants assigned to the various secular courts, parliaments, and assemblies. Those
semaphores belonged to Mother Church, and although she permitted their use by secular
authorities, that use was always subject to availability. And as more than one prince or king or
governor had discovered, “availability” could be quite limited for anyone who had irritated his
local ecclesiastical superiors.But not even Mother Church could erect semaphore stations in the
middle of the sea, and so the only way to communicate with such distant lands as Charis, or the
League of Corisande, or Chisholm, was ultimately by ship. And ships, as Dynnys had long since
discovered, were slow.An additional semaphore chain had been extended across Raven’s Land
and Chisholm, on the far side of the Markovian Sea, but even there, messages must cross the
Passage of Storms, a water gap of almost twelve hundred miles between the semaphore
stations on Rollings Head and Iron Cape. That gave Zherohm Vyncyt, the Archbishop of
Chisholm, a two-way message time of almost seventeen days, but the situation was even worse
for Dynnys. It took only six days for a message to travel from the Temple to the Clahnyr



semaphore station in southern Siddarmark, but then it had to cross over three thousand miles of
seawater to reach Tellesberg. Which meant, of course, that it took twenty-five days—five five-
days—on average for one of his messages just to reach his bishop executor.The actual voyage
from the Temple to Tellesberg, however, took two full months…one way. Which explained why
Dynnys simply could not absent himself from Zion and the Temple for more than a single
pastoral visit per year, usually in late autumn. That got him out of the Temple Lands before Hsing-
wu’s Passage froze over and let him spend the Temple’s ice-blasted winter in Charis, which was
not only in the southern hemisphere but less than thirteen hundred miles below the equator.
Summer in Tellesberg was ever so much more pleasant than winter in Zion! Of course, that
same distance from Zion (and the Temple) also explained why some of those more distant lands
—like Charis itself, upon occasion—were sometimes just a bit more fractious then those closer
to Zion.“Erayk has a point, Zhasyn,” Rayno said now. “Certainly everyone involved in this dispute
has been arguing back and forth long enough to recognize how important it is to comply with any
documentary requests we may have. If Breygart hasn’t seen fit even to acknowledge the receipt
of our request, that speaks poorly for him.”“It may speak more poorly of the quality of his
purported evidence,” Myllyr pointed out. “If he truly has proof Mahntayl’s claims are false, he
ought to be eager to lay that evidence before us.”Cahnyr shifted in his seat, and Rayno quirked
one eyebrow at him.“Yes, Zhasyn?”“I only wanted to observe that from the very first, Sir Hauwerd
Breygart—” the Archbishop of Glacierheart stressed the title and surname very slightly “—has
maintained that Mahntayl’s claim to descent from the fourteenth earl was false. And,” he looked
around the conference table, “he accompanied his initial arguments with depositions to that
effect from over a dozen witnesses.”“No one is disputing that he did, Zhasyn,” Dynnys pointed
out. “The point under consideration is Breygart’s assertion that he’s uncovered proof—not
depositions, not hearsay evidence, but documented proof—that Tahdayo Mahntayl is not
Fraidareck Breygart’s great-grandson. It was that ‘proof’ we asked him to share with
us.”“Precisely,” Rayno agreed, nodding solemnly, and Cahnyr clamped his lips firmly together. He
glanced at Myllyr, and his lips thinned further as he read the other prelate’s eyes.Dynnys could
read the others’ expressions just as well as Cahnyr could, and he couldn’t quite completely
suppress his own smile. Myllyr’s support for his position was hardly a surprise; not only were
they both Langhornites, but the two of them had been scratching one another’s backs for
decades, and both of them knew how Mother Church’s politics worked. Rayno had been a bit
more problematical, but Dynnys had confidently anticipated his support, as well. The Inquisition
and Order of Schueler had been less than pleased by Charis’ growing wealth and power for
almost a century now. The kingdom’s obvious taste for…innovation only made that worse, and
the energy the Charisian “Royal College” had begun displaying over the last ten or fifteen years
rubbed more than one senior Schuelerite on the raw.The view that religious orthodoxy waned in
direct proportion to the distance between any given congregation and Zion was an inescapable
part of most Schuelerites’ mental baggage. Rayno, despite his own sophistication and
ecclesiastical rank, still regarded such distant lands as Charis with automatic suspicion. In



Charis’ case, the power of its trade-based wealth and apparent inventiveness, coupled with the
“Royal College’s” active support for that inventiveness and the Ahrmahk Dynasty’s domestic
policies, made him even more suspicious. And the fact that Haarahld of Charis, unlike the
majority of Safehold’s rulers, had stayed out of debt to the Temple’s moneylenders was one
more worry for those—like Rayno—who fretted over how to control him if the need should
arise.The Schuelerites’ dominant position in the Church hierarchy would have been enough to
put Charis under a cloud in the Church’s eyes all by itself. But the kingdom’s steadily growing
wealth, and the influence its vast merchant fleet gave it in lands far beyond its own borders,
made a bad situation worse in many respects. While most of the more mundane suspicion and
ire of the Council of Vicars focused on the Republic of Siddarmark simply because of the
Republic’s proximity to the Temple Lands, there were those—including the Grand Inquisitor
himself—who felt that Charis’ attitudes and example were even more dangerous in the long
run.Dynnys’ own view, buttressed by reports from Zherald Ahdymsyn and Father Paityr Wylsynn,
the Order of Schueler’s own intendant in Tellesberg, was that Rayno’s suspicions of Charis’
fidelity to Mother Church’s doctrines were baseless. True, Charisians’ willingness to find new
and more efficient ways to do things required a certain degree of vigilance. And, equally true, the
Charisian branch of the Church was rather more permissive on several issues than the Council
of Vicars would truly have preferred. And, yes, it was even true that this “college” of Haarahld’s
was actively seeking new ways to combine existing knowledge, which could only enhance that
national fetish for “efficiency.” That, however, was exactly why Father Paityr was there, and his
reports—like those of his immediate predecessors—made it quite clear that nothing going on in
Charis came remotely close to a violation of the Proscriptions of Jwo-jeng.As for domestic
policies and dangerous examples, Dynnys was willing to grant that King Haarahld’s great-
grandfather’s decision to legally abolish serfdom throughout his kingdom could be construed as
a slap in Mother Church’s face, if one were determined to view it that way. Dynnys wasn’t,
especially given the fact that there’d never been more than a relative handful of serfs in Charis
even before the institution was officially abolished. Nor did he believe the claims—mostly from
the Charisians’ competitors—that his parishioners’ focus on trade and the acquisition of wealth
was so obsessive that it inspired them to ignore their obligations to God and Mother Church and
skimp on the kingdom’s tithe. Bishop Executor Zherald and his tithe-collectors would certainly
have made their own displeasure known if they’d suspected there was any truth to those tales!
Ahdymsyn might not be the most brilliant man ever to attain a bishop’s ring, but he was no fool,
either, and Mother Church had centuries of experience with every way kings or nobles might try
to hide income from the tithe-assessors.And the Church’s—and Inquisition’s—grip on the
mainland populations was surely firm enough to suppress any dangerous notions which might
creep across the seas aboard Charisian merchantmen.No, Dynnys had no fear Charis was
some sort of hotbed of potential heresy. Not that he hadn’t been prepared to play upon Rayno’s
suspicions and the Council of Vicars’ basic distrust and dislike for the kingdom.Which, he
reflected, made the fact that Haarahld was clearly one of Breygart’s strongest supporters the



kiss of death as far as Wyllym was concerned.He supposed it was actually a sign of Rayno’s
moral integrity that it had taken him this long to come openly out in support of Tahdayo
Mahntayl’s claim.His fraudulent but extremely well-paying claim, Dynnys reflected silently,
allowing no trace of his inner satisfaction to show. And the fact that Lyam Tyrn, the Archbishop of
Emerald, was going to owe him a substantial favor for supporting Prince Nahrmahn’s candidate
wasn’t going to hurt, either.“I think,” Rayno, as the senior member of the court, continued, “that in
light of Breygart’s failure to provide his supposed proof, or even to respond to our request in a
timely fashion, we must make our decision based upon the evidence already presented. Rather
than rush to a conclusion, however, I would suggest we adjourn for lunch and afterwards spend
an hour or so meditating upon this matter in privacy. Let us reconvene at about the fifteenth hour
and render our decision, Brothers.”The others nodded in agreement—Cahnyr a bit grudgingly—
and chairs scraped as the archbishops rose. Cahnyr nodded to Rayno and Myllyr, managed to
ignore Dynnys completely, and strode briskly from the conference room. Rayno smiled slightly,
like an indulgent parent with two sons who were continually at odds, then followed Cahnyr.“Will
you share lunch with me, Erayk?” Myllyr asked after the others had left. “I have a small matter
which will be coming before the Office of Affirmation next five-day that I’d like to discuss with
you.”“Of course, Urvyn,” Dynnys replied brightly. “I’d be delighted to.”And it was true, he reflected.
He actually looked forward to the inevitable dragon trading with Myllyr. It was part of the game,
after all. The sizable “gift” about to land in his private purse, and the opportunity to remind
Haarahld Ahrmahk where the true authority in Charis lay, would have been enough to place him
firmly on Mahntayl’s side, but even more seductive than mere wealth was the exercise of power.
Not simply within his own archbishopric, but within the only hierarchy which truly mattered, right
here in the Temple.“I understand the kitchens have something special waiting for us this
afternoon,” he continued. “Shall we partake of it in the main dining hall, or would you prefer to
dine on the plaza?”This is a work of fiction. All of the characters, organizations, places, and
events portrayed in this novel are either fictitious or are used fictitiously.OFF ARMAGEDDON
REEFCopyright © 2007 by David WeberAll rights reserved, including the right to reproduce this
book, or portions thereof, in any form.Edited by Patrick Nielsen HaydenMaps by Ellisa MitchellA
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the inverted recon skimmer.It tended to be that way in orbit, aside from the quiet chirping of an
occasional audio signal from the skimmer’s flight computers, and those only seemed to perfect
the silence, rather than interrupt it. The man who had once been Nimue Alban leaned back in
the pilot’s couch, looking down through the clear armorplast of his canopy at the planet beneath
him, and treasured that quiet, serene calm.I really shouldn’t be here, he thought, watching the
gorgeous blue-and-white-swirled marble of the planet called Safehold while his skimmer swept



steadily towards the dark line of the terminator. I’ve got way too many things to be doing back in
Tellesberg. And I’ve got no business at all hanging around up here, stealth systems or no.All of
that was true, and it didn’t matter. Or, rather, it didn’t matter enough to keep him from being here,
anyway.In one sense, there was absolutely no need for him to be up here physically. The Self-
Navigating Autonomous Reconnaissance and Communication platforms he’d deployed were
capable of transmitting exactly the same imagery to him, without any need for him to see it with
his own eyes … if, indeed, that could be said to be what he was doing. And the SNARCs were
far smaller, and even stealthier, than his recon skimmer. If the kinetic bombardment system that
lunatic Langhorne had hung in orbit around Safehold really did have first-line passive sensors, it
was far less likely to detect a SNARC than the skimmer, and he knew it.Yet there were times
when he needed this silent, still moment, this vacuum-clear eyrie from which he could look down
upon the last planet mankind could claim. He needed the reminder of who—what—he truly was,
and of what he must somehow restore to the human beings thronging that planet so far below
him. And he needed to see its beauty, to … cleanse his thoughts, recoup his determination. He
spent so much time poring over the take from his network of SNARCs, studying the spy reports,
listening in on the plans and conspiracies of the enemies of the kingdom he had made his home
that it sometimes seemed that that was all there was to the universe. That the sheer weight of
opposition towering up all about him was too vast, too deep, for any single creature to
oppose.The people around him, the people he’d come to care for, were the true antidote to the
despair which sometimes threatened him as he contemplated the enormous scope of the task to
which he had been summoned. They were the ones who reminded him why humanity was worth
fighting for, reminded him of the heights to which mankind could aspire, of the courage and the
sacrifice—the trust—of which Homo sapiens was capable. Despite the way their history and
their religion had been cynically manipulated, they were as strong and vital, as courageous, as
any humans in the history of the race which had once been his own.Yet, even so, there were
times when that wasn’t quite enough. When his awareness of the odds against their survival, his
sense of desperate responsibility, and the sheer loneliness of living among them but never truly
being one of them pressed down upon him. When the burden of his potential immortality against
the ephemeral span of the lives to which they were condemned filled him with an aching grief for
losses yet to come. When his responsibility for the wave of religious strife even now beginning to
sweep around that blue and white sphere crushed down upon him. And when the question of
who—and what—he truly was filled him with a loneliness that sucked at his soul like the vacuum
outside his skimmer.It was against those times that he needed this moment, gazing down upon
the world which had become his charge, his responsibility. Needed to once more look upon the
reality, the fledgling future, which made all the present’s harsh demands worthwhile.It really is a
pretty world, he thought almost dreamily. And looking at it from up here puts it all into
perspective, doesn’t it? Beautiful as it is, important as the human race may be to me, it’s only
one world among billions, only one species among hundreds of millions, at the least. If God can
put that much effort into His universe, then I can damned well do whatever He demands of me,



can’t I? And—his lips quirked in a wry smile—at least I can be pretty sure He understands. If He
can put all of this together, put me right smack in the middle of it, then I’ve just got to assume He
knows what He’s doing. Which means all I really have to do is figure out what I’m supposed to be
doing.He snorted in amusement, the sound loud in the cockpit’s silence, then shook himself and
let the flight couch come upright once again.Enough planet-gazing, Merlin, he told himself firmly.
It’s going to be dawn in Tellesberg in three more hours, and Franz is going to be wondering
where his relief is. Time to get your molycirc butt home, where it belongs.“Owl,” he said
aloud.“Yes, Lieutenant Commander?” the distant AI in the cavern under Safehold’s tallest
mountain replied almost instantly over the secure communications link.“I’m headed home. Run a
hundred-klick sweep around the alpha base and make sure there’s no one hanging around to
notice the skimmer on its way to the garage. And take a look at my balcony, too. Make sure no
one’s in a position to see me when you drop me off.”“Yes, Lieutenant Commander,” the AI
acknowledged, and Merlin reached for the skimmer’s controls..I.Eraystor Bay,Princedom of
EmeraldBright morning sunlight glittered on the crossed golden scepters of the green banner of
the Church of God Awaiting. The twin-masted courier ship flying that wind-starched banner as
she scudded along on the brisk breeze was little more than seventy feet long, built for speed
rather than endurance … or even seakeeping and stability. Her crew of sixty was small for any
galley, even one as diminutive as she was, but her slender, lightly constructed hull was well
suited for rowing, and her lateen sails drove her in a rapid flurry of foam as she went slicing
across the brilliant sun-splintered water and foaming white horses of the thirty-mile-wide
passage between Callie’s Island and the northeastern shore of Eraystor Bay.Father Rahss
Sawal, the small fleet vessel’s commander, stood on his tiny quarterdeck, hands clasped behind
him, and concentrated on looking confident while he gazed up at the seabirds and wyverns
hovering against the painfully blue sky. It was harder than it ought to have been to maintain the
outward assurance (it would never have done to call it arrogance) proper to the master of one of
Mother Church’s couriers, and Sawal didn’t much care for the reason he found it so.The
Temple’s messengers, whether landbound or afloat, enjoyed absolute priority and freedom of
passage. They carried God’s own messages and commands, with all the authority of the
archangels themselves, and no mortal had the temerity to challenge their passage wherever
God or His Church might send them. That had been true literally since the Creation, and no one
had ever dared to dispute it. Unfortunately, Sawal was no longer certain the centuries-old
inviolability of Mother Church’s messengers continued to hold true.The thought was …
disturbing, in more ways than one. Most immediately, because of the potential consequences for
his own current mission. In the long run, because the failure of that inviolability was unthinkable.
Defiance of the authority of God’s Church could have only one consequence for the souls of the
defiers, and if their example led others into the same sin …Sawal pushed that thought aside
once more, telling himself—insisting to himself—that whatever madness had infected the
Kingdom of Charis, God would never permit it to spread beyond Charis’ borders. The universal
authority of Mother Church was the linchpin not simply of the world in which he lived, but of



God’s very plan for Man’s salvation. If that authority were challenged, if it failed, the
consequences would be unthinkable. Shan-wei, lost and damned mother of evil, must be licking
her fangs at the very possibility in the dark, dank corner of Hell to which the Archangel
Langhorne had consigned her for her sins. Even now she must be testing the bars, trying the
strength of her chains, as she tasted the overweening, sinful pride of those who sought to set
their own fallible judgment in place of God’s. Langhorne himself had locked that gate behind her,
with all the authority of eternity, but Man had free will. Even now, he could turn the key in that lock
if he so chose, and if he did …Damn those Charisians, he thought grimly. Don’t they even realize
what door they’re opening? Don’t they care? Don’t—His jaw tightened and he forced himself to
relax his shoulders and draw a deep, cleansing breath. It didn’t help very much.His instructions
from Bishop Executor Thomys had been abundantly clear. Sawal was to deliver the bishop
executor’s dispatches to Bishop Executor Wyllys in Eraystor at all costs. That phrase—“at all
costs”—had never before been part of Sawal’s orders. There’d never been any need for it, but
there was now, and—“Deck there!” The shout came down from the crow’s nest. “Deck there!
Three sail on the port bow!”* * *“Well, well,” Commander Paitryk Hywyt, Royal Charisian Navy,
murmured to himself as he peered through the spyglass. “This should be interesting.”He lowered
the glass and frowned thoughtfully. His orders were perfectly clear on this point. They’d made
him more than a little nervous when he first received them, but they were definitely clear, and
now he discovered that he was actually looking forward to obeying them. Odd. He wouldn’t have
thought that was likely to happen.“It’s a Church courier, all right,” he said a bit louder, and Zhak
Urvyn, HMS Wave’s first lieutenant, made a distinctly unhappy sound.“Some of the men may not
like it, Sir,” Urvyn said softly. Hywyt glanced sideways at him, then shrugged.“I’ve got a feeling
the men’s attitude may just surprise you a bit, Zhak,” he said dryly. “They’re still about as pissed
off as I’ve ever seen them, and they know who that courier’s really working for this
morning.”Urvyn nodded, but he looked gloomier than ever, and Hywyt grimaced mentally. It
wasn’t the men Urvyn expected to be unhappy; it was Urvyn himself.“Bring her three points to
port, if you please, Lieutenant,” Hywyt said, speaking rather more formally than was his wont.
“Let’s lay out a course to intercept her.”“Aye, aye, Sir.” Urvyn’s expression was worried, but he
saluted and passed the order to the helmsman while other hands pattered across the wooden
decks to tend sheets and braces.Wave changed course, slicing across the water close-hauled
on the port tack, and Hywyt felt a familiar surge of pleasure as his vessel responded. The sleek,
flush-decked, twin-masted schooner was just over ninety-five feet long on the waterline, and
mounted fourteen thirty-pounder carronades. Unlike some of her sisters, Wave had been
designed and built from the keel up as a light cruiser for the Royal Charisian Navy. Her
revolutionary sail plan made her faster and far more weatherly than any other ship Hywyt had
ever encountered, far less commanded, and she’d already taken no less than seven prizes—
almost half of those captured by the entire blockading squadron—here in Emeraldian waters
since the Battle of Darcos Sound. That was what speed and handiness meant, and the
comfortable sound prize money made falling into their purses had helped overcome any



lingering qualms his crew might have cherished. They were Charisians, after all, he thought with
a gleam of humor. Charis’ numerous detractors were wont to refer to the Kingdom as a “kingdom
of shopkeepers and moneylenders,” and not in tones of approval. Hywyt had listened to their
rancorous envy for years, and he had to admit there was at least a little truth to the stereotype of
the Charisian constantly on the prowl for ways to make a quick mark.Of course, we’re also very
good at it, aren’t we? he reflected, and felt himself smiling as the courier boat with the dark
green flag drew rapidly nearer.He couldn’t be positive the other ship had come from Corisande,
but no other explanation seemed very likely. The dispatch boat had obviously approached
through Dolphin Reach, which certainly meant it had also crossed the Sea of Zebediah. No
courier from Haven or Howard would have been coming from that direction, and Hywyt rather
doubted Sharleyan of Chisholm was particularly interested in corresponding with Nahrmahn of
Emerald at the moment. And judging from the way the fellow had chosen the strait between
Callie’s Island and the Emeraldian coast, he definitely didn’t want to attract the attention of the
blockade squadron.Unfortunately for him, he already had, and it was evident that his ship, for all
its sleek design, was quite a bit slower than Wave under these conditions.“Clear for action,” he
said, and watched the gap between the two ships narrow as the drum began to beat.* *
*Rahss Sawal tried very hard not to swear as the Charisian schooner swept towards him.
Obviously, his information was even more out-of-date than he’d feared when Bishop Executor
Thomys gave him his orders. He hadn’t expected to see Charisian warships actually inside
Eraystor Bay proper. Then again, he hadn’t expected to see the gold kraken on black of the
Charisian flag flying above what used to be the Emeraldian fortress on Callie’s Island, either.The
dispersal of the Charisian warships was the clearest possible evidence of the totality of their
victory at the Battle of Darcos Sound. The true extent of the allied fleet’s defeat had still been
unclear when Sawal left Manchyr. That it had been crushing was obvious, but everyone in
Corisande had clung to the hope that the majority of the ships which had not returned had found
refuge in Emerald, where they were even then helping Nahrmahn defend their
anchorage.Obviously not, Sawal thought sourly.He could see exactly four ships now, counting
the schooner charging down on his own command, and every one of them flew Charisian colors.
They were spread out widely, as well, to cover as much of the bay as they could, and they
wouldn’t have been doing that if there’d been any possibility at all that someone might consider
attacking them. That, coupled with the fact that all the island fortifications Sawal could see from
his quarterdeck had clearly become Charisian bases, not Emeraldian ones, made it abundantly
clear that there was no “allied fleet” any longer, much less one that was still defending its
anchorage.Sawal had never before encountered one of the Charisians’ new schooners, and he
was astonished at how close to the wind the thing could sail. And by the size and power of its
sail plan. His ship had the same number of masts, but the Charisian had to have at least twice
the sail area. It also had the stability and size to carry more sail, and it was driving far harder
under these conditions than his own ship could manage.The number of gun ports arranged
along its side was at least equally impressive, and he felt his stomach muscles tighten as the



stubby muzzles of cannon poked out of them.“Father?”He glanced at his own second-in-
command. The one-word question made the other priest’s tension abundantly clear, and Sawal
couldn’t blame him. Not that he had an answer for what he knew the man was actually
asking.“We’ll have to see what we see, Brother Tymythy,” he said instead. “Hold your course.”* *
*“He’s not changing course,” Urvyn said.As redundant statements of the obvious went, that one
took some beating, Hywyt thought.“No, he isn’t,” the commander agreed with massive restraint
as the range fell steadily. It was down to less than three hundred yards and still dropping, and he
wondered how far the other skipper was going to go in calling what he undoubtedly hoped was
Wave’s bluff. “Pass the word to the Gunner to stand ready to fire a shot across his bow.”Urvyn
hesitated. It was a tiny thing. Someone else might not have noticed it at all, but Urvyn had been
Hywyt’s first lieutenant for over six months. For a moment, Hywyt thought he would have to
repeat the order, but then Urvyn turned heavily away and raised his leather speaking
trumpet.“Stand ready to fire across his bow, Master Charlz!” he shouted, and Wave’s gunner
waved back in acknowledgment.* * *“I think he’s—”Brother Tymythy never completed that
particular observation. There was no need. The flat, concussive thud of a single gun punctuated
it quite nicely, and Sawal watched the cannonball go slashing across the waves, cutting its line of
white across their crests as cleanly as any kraken’s dorsal fin.“He’s fired on us!” Tymythy said
instead. His voice was shrill with outrage, and his eyes were wide, as if he was actually surprised
that even Charisians should dare to offer such insult to Mother Church. And perhaps he was.
Sawal, on the other hand, discovered that he truly wasn’t.“Yes, he has,” the under-priest agreed
far more calmly than he felt.I didn’t really believe they’d do it, he thought. I’m sure I didn’t. So why
am I not surprised that they have? This is the beginning of the end of the world, for God’s sake!
He thought again about the dispatches he carried, who they were addressed to, and why. He
thought about the whispered rumors, about exactly what Prince Hektor and his allies had hoped
for … what rewards they’d been promised by the Church.No, not by the Church, Sawal told
himself. By the Knights of the Temple Lands. There is a difference!Yet even as he insisted upon
that to himself, he knew better. Whatever technical or legal distinctions might exist, he knew
better. And that, he realized now, with something very like despair, was why he truly wasn’t
surprised.Even now, he couldn’t put it into words for himself, couldn’t make himself face it that
squarely, but he knew. Whatever might have been true before the massive onslaught Prince
Hektor and his allies had launched upon the Kingdom of Charis, the Charisians knew as well as
Sawal who had truly been behind it. They knew the reality of the cynical calculations, the casual
readiness to destroy an entire realm in blood and fire, and the arrogance which had infused and
inspired them. This time the “Group of Four” had come too far out of the shadows, and what they
had envisioned as the simple little assassination of an inconvenient kingdom had turned into
something very different.Charis knew who its true enemy had been all along, and that explained
exactly why that schooner was prepared to fire on the flag of God’s own Church.The schooner
was closer now, leaning to the press of her towering spread of canvas, her bow garlanded with
white water and flying spray that flashed like rainbow gems under the brilliant sun. He could



make out individuals along her low bulwarks, pick out her uniformed captain standing aft, near
the wheel, see the crew of the forward gun in her starboard broadside reloading their weapon.
He looked up at his own sails, then at the schooner’s kraken-like grace, and drew a deep
breath.“Strike our colors, Brother Tymythy,” he said.“Father?” Brother Tymythy stared at him, as if
he couldn’t believe his own ears.“Strike our colors!” Sawal repeated more firmly.“But, but the
Bishop Executor—”“Strike our colors!” Sawal snapped.For a moment, he thought Tymythy might
refuse. Tymythy knew their orders as well as Sawal did, after all. But it was far easier for a bishop
to order an under-priest to maintain the authority of Mother Church “at any cost” than it was for
Father Rahss Sawal to get the crew of his vessel killed as part of an exercise in futility.If there
were any hope of actually delivering our dispatches, I wouldn’t strike, he told himself, and
wondered whether or not it was the truth. But it’s obvious we can’t keep away from them, and if
those people over there are as prepared to fire into us as I think they are, they’ll turn this entire
vessel into toothpicks with a single broadside. Two, at the outside. There’s no point in seeing my
own people slaughtered for nothing, and we aren’t even armed.The flag which had never before
been dipped to any mortal power fluttered down from the courier boat’s masthead. Sawal
watched it come down, and an ice-cold wind blew through the marrow of his bones.It was a
small thing, in so many ways, that scrap of embroidered fabric. But that was how all true
catastrophes began, wasn’t it? With small things, like the first stones in an avalanche.Maybe I
should have made them fire into us. At least then there wouldn’t have been any question, any
ambiguity. And if Charis is prepared to defy Mother Church openly, perhaps a few dead
crewmen would have made that point even more clearly.Perhaps they would have, and perhaps
he should have forced the Charisians to do it, but he was a priest, not a soldier, and he simply
couldn’t. And, he told himself, the mere fact that Charis had fired upon the flag of Holy Mother
Church should be more than enough without his allowing his people to be killed, on top of it.No
doubt it would, and yet even as he told himself that, he knew.The lives he might have saved this
morning would be as meaningless as mustard seeds on a hurricane’s breath beside the
horrendous mountains of death looming just over the lip of tomorrow.This is a work of fiction. All
of the characters, organizations, and events portrayed in this novel are either products of the
author’s imagination or are used fictitiously.BY SCHISM RENT ASUNDERCopyright © 2008 by
David WeberAll rights reserved.Edited by Patrick Nielsen HaydenMaps by Ellisa Mitchell and
Jennifer HanoverA Tor BookPublished by Tom Doherty Associates, LLC175 Fifth AvenueNew
York, NY 10010Tor® is a registered trademark of Tom Doherty Associates, LLC.First Edition:
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Doherty Associates BookNew York. I .The Temple,City of Zion,The Temple LandsThe snow
outside the Temple was deep for October, even for the city of Zion, and more fell steadily, thickly,
only to be whipped into mad swirls by the bitter wind roaring in off Lake Pei. That wind piled thick
slabs of broken lake ice on the bitterly cold shore, swept dancing snow demons through the
streets, sculpted knife-edged snowdrifts against every obstruction, and chewed at any exposed
skin with icy fangs. Throughout the city, its poorest inhabitants huddled close to any source of



warmth they could find, but for far too many, there was precious little of that to be had, and
parents shivered, watching the weather—and their children—with worry-puckered eyes as they
thought about the endless five-days stretching out between them and the half-forgotten dream of
springtime’s warmth.There was no cold inside the Temple, of course. Despite the soaring ceiling
of its enormous dome, there weren’t even any chilly breezes. The structure reared by the
archangels themselves in the misty dawn of Creation maintained its perfect interior temperature
with total disdain for what the merely mortal weather of the world might be inflicting upon its
exterior.The luxurious personal suites assigned to the members of the Council of Vicars were all
magnificent beyond any mortal dream, but some were even more magnificent than others. The
suite assigned to Grand Inquisitor Zhaspahr Clyntahn was a case in point. It was a corner
apartment on the Temple’s fifth floor. Two entire sides of its main sitting room and dining room
were windows—the miraculous, unbreakable, almost totally invisible windows of the archangels’
handiwork. Windows which were completely transparent from within, yet flashed back exterior
sunlight like mirrored walls of finely burnished silver, and which were utterly impervious to the
heat—or cold—which passed through and radiated from windows of mortal glass. Paintings and
statuary, all chosen with a connoisseur’s exquisite discernment, added their own luxurious
beauty to the suite’s interior, with its thick carpets, indirect, sourceless lighting, and perfect
temperature.It was far from the first time Archbishop Wyllym Rayno had visited the Grand
Inquisitor’s personal chambers. Rayno was the Archbishop of Chiang-wu in the Harchong
Empire. He was also the Adjutant of the Order of Schueler, which made him Clyntahn’s
executive officer within the Office of Inquisition. As a result, Rayno was privy to far more of
Clyntahn’s innermost thought than anyone else, including his colleagues among the Group of
Four, yet there were places inside Clyntahn where even Rayno had never been. Places the
archbishop had never wanted to be.“Come in, Wyllym—come in!” Clyntahn said expansively as
the Temple Guardsman always stationed outside his chamber opened the door for
Rayno.“Thank you, Your Grace,” Rayno murmured, stepping past the guardsman.Clyntahn
extended his ring of office, and Rayno bent to kiss it, then straightened and tucked his hands
into the voluminous sleeves of his cassock. The remnants of a truly enormous meal lay strewn in
ruins across the large dining table, and Rayno carefully avoided noticing that there had been two
place settings. Most vicars practiced at least some discretion when it came to entertaining their
mistresses within the Temple’s sacred precincts. Everyone knew it happened anyway, yet there
were standards to be maintained, appearances to be satisfied.But Zhaspahr Clyntahn wasn’t
“most vicars.” He was the Grand Inquisitor, the keeper of Mother Church’s conscience, and there
were times when even Rayno, who had served him for decades, wondered exactly what passed
through his mind. How the same man could be so zealous when it came to rooting out the sins of
others even while he indulged his own.Fair’s fair, Wyllym, the archbishop told himself. He may be
a zealot, and he’s definitely self-indulgent, but at least he’s not hypocritical among his peers. And
he does draw a remarkably sharp line between sins which are merely venal and those which
constitute mortal offenses in the eyes of Schueler and God. He can be as irritatingly



sanctimonious as anyone you’ve ever seen, but you’ve never heard him condemning any of his
fellow vicars for weaknesses of the flesh. Spiritual weaknesses, yes; he can be utterly ruthless
where they’re concerned, but he’s remarkably . . . understanding where those perquisites of high
office are concerned.He wondered who tonight’s visitor might be. All of Clyntahn’s appetites
were huge, and he craved novelty. Indeed, few women could hold his attention for long, and
once his interest in them waned, he tended to turn to another with sometimes startling
abruptness, although he was never ungenerous when he transferred his interest to
another.Rayno, as the Inquisition’s adjutant, was well aware that there were those within the
Temple’s hierarchy who disapproved—in some cases, strenuously, if quietly—of Clyntahn’s
addiction to the pleasures of the flesh. No one was likely to say so openly, of course, and Rayno
had very quietly quashed a few reports of condemnatory comments before they ever reached
the Grand Inquisitor’s ears. Still, it was only natural for there to be a certain . . . unhappiness.
Some of it could probably be put down to pure envy, although he was willing to concede that
there was genuine disapproval of such sensuality behind much of it. Indeed, there had been
times when Rayno had found himself feeling much the same sort of disapproval. But the
archbishop had concluded long ago, even before Clyntahn was elevated to his present office,
that all men had flaws, and that the greater the man, the deeper his flaws were likely to run. If
Clyntahn restricted his particular faults to the pursuit of fleshly pleasure, surely that was far
better than what Rayno had observed in the occasional Inquisitor who found himself using the
cover of his high office to indulge his own taste for unnecessary cruelty.“Thank you for coming
so promptly, Wyllym,” Clyntahn continued as he ushered the archbishop to one of the Temple’s
incredibly comfortable chairs. He smiled as he settled Rayno and personally poured him a glass
of wine. The Grand Inquisitor’s normal table manners generally took second place—or even third
—to the gusto he brought to food and wine, yet he could be an incredibly gracious and charming
host when he chose to be. Nor was that charm false. It simply never occurred to him to extend it
to anyone outside the circle of intimates he relied upon and fully trusted. Or, at least, trusted as
much as he ever trusted anyone else.“I realize your message didn’t seem to indicate any
immediate urgency, Your Grace. I had business in the Temple to attend to anyway, however, so it
seemed best to respond to your summons promptly.”“I only wish I had a dozen archbishops and
bishops who were as reliable as you are,” Clyntahn told him. “Langhorne! I’d settle for six!”Rayno
smiled and inclined his head in a small bow, acknowledging the compliment. Then he sat back,
nursing his wineglass in both hands while he gazed attentively at his superior.Clyntahn was
looking out the floor-to-ceiling windows at the swirling snow and wind. His expression was
almost rapt as he contemplated the icy torrent of white for the better part of three minutes. Then,
finally, he turned back to Rayno and leaned back in his own chair.“Well!” he said, with the air of
someone getting down to business at last. “I’m sure you’ve read all the reports about the
seizures of Charisian merchant ships month before last.”He arched one eyebrow slightly, and
Rayno nodded.“Good! I was certain you would have. And since you have, you’re undoubtedly
aware that there were certain . . . difficulties.”“Yes, Your Grace,” Rayno acknowledged as



Clyntahn paused.Of course the archbishop was aware that there’d been “difficulties.” Everyone
in Zion was aware of that much! What had been supposed to be an orderly seizure of unarmed,
or at least only lightly armed, merchant ships as the first step in closing all mainland ports
against the all-pervasive Charisian merchant marine had turned into something else entirely. Not
everywhere, perhaps, but what the Grand Inquisitor was pleased to call “difficulties” was
something the Charisians were going to call a “massacre” when word of August’s events in the
Kingdom of Delferahk’s port city of Ferayd reached them.Actually, Rayno corrected himself, what
they’re undoubtedly already calling it, given the fact that at least some of their ships got away
and most certainly sailed straight to Tellesberg. The archbishop shuddered at the thought of
what the schismatic Charisian propagandists were going to do with that many civilian casualties.
One thing’s for sure, he thought grimly, they aren’t going to minimize what happened.And that,
Rayno realized, was what was truly on Clyntahn’s mind. The Grand Inquisitor was speaking less
of the fatalities involved than he was of the need to put the proper context on the part the
Inquisition had played in the seizures. Few of those seizures had gone as badly awry as the
ones in Delferahk—or not, at least, in the same way. Personally, Rayno found the implications of
what had happened at Siddar City even more disturbing, in many ways. According to the
Inquisition’s agents there, everything had been proceeding far more smoothly than in Ferayd . . .
right up to the moment, at least, when, for some unknown reason, every Charisian merchant
ship had simultaneously decided to . . . expedite its departure. It was undoubtedly a mere
coincidence that they’d decided to do that before Lord Protector Greyghor had gotten around to
formally issuing the orders to implement the Church’s instructions to seize them.Of course it
was.There was no proof of who’d warned the Charisians, yet whoever it was, it had to have been
someone deep in the Lord Protector’s confidence. The only real question in Rayno’s mind was
whether the informant had acted solely on his own, or if Lord Protector Greyghor himself had
made the decision to betray the Church’s trust. Given the fact that his staff had somehow been
unable to locate their inexplicably missing head of state and deliver Clyntahn’s instructions to
him for at least twelve hours, Rayno rather suspected that he wouldn’t have cared for the answer
to his own question if someone had provided it.Whoever the traitor might have been, he hadn’t
acted entirely alone, no matter whose idea it had been. Siddar City wasn’t the only
Siddarmarkian port where every Charisian merchant ship had mysteriously departed mere hours
before they were supposed to be sequestered by the Republic’s authorities. The possibilities that
suggested were far more unpalatable than a few score of dead Charisian sailors in Ferayd.Not
that we can expect everyone else on the Council—or even within the Order!—to see things that
way, Rayno thought grumpily. The name of Samyl Wylsynn came forcefully to mind, and the
adjutant reminded himself barely in time not to grimace. Not that Clyntahn would have disagreed
with his subordinate’s unloving thoughts where Vicar Samyl was concerned. If he decided
Rayno’s expression indicated the archbishop’s disapproval of the decision to close the mainland
ports to Charis, however, it could have unfortunate consequences.“Well,” Clyntahn said again,
grasping the thread of the conversation once more, “as you and I have already discussed, it’s



essential that Mother Church put the true version of events into the hands of the faithful before
any Charisian lies can take root there. I believe that may be especially important in this
instance.”“Of course, Your Grace. How may I be of assistance?”“It’s taken longer than I could
have wished,” the Grand Inquisitor told him frankly, “but Trynair and Duchairn have just about
agreed upon the text of a proclamation setting forth what happened, especially in Ferayd, and
granting martyr’s status to those murdered by the Charisians. It’s still weaker than I would prefer.
It stops short of declaring Holy War, for example. I suppose it does set the groundwork for the
eventual declaration, but certain parties are still waffling. I think Duchairn actually entertains the
belief—or the hope, at least—that this can all be patched up somehow. Deep inside, though,
even he has to know he’s wrong. It’s gone too far. The Inquisition and Mother Church simply
cannot allow this sort of direct challenge of God’s will and His plan for the souls of men to pass
unpunished. And the chastisement must be severe, Wyllym. Severe enough to prevent anyone
else from even contemplating ever following in their footsteps.”Rayno simply nodded. There was
very little new in what Clyntahn had just said—aside from the confirmation that the proclamation
the adjutant had expected for five-days was approaching readiness. On the other hand, as much
as Clyntahn enjoyed explaining things, it was unlikely he’d recapped all that history without a
specific purpose in mind.“I have to confess that the thing which is preying most strongly upon my
own mind just now, Wyllym, isn’t those damnable Charisians’ open defiance. Oh, obviously that’s
going to have to be dealt with, but at least Cayleb and Staynair were rash enough to come out
into the open. They’ve declared their allegiance to the pernicious doctrines Shan-wei is using to
split Mother Church, marked themselves for the Church’s justice and God’s vengeance. In the
fullness of time, they’ll receive that justice and vengeance in full measure, too.“But what
happened in Siddarmark . . . that’s another story entirely, Wyllym. Someone very highly placed in
the Republic’s government must have alerted the Charisians. And while I’m fully aware of all the
diplomatic niceties which prevent Zahmsyn from coming right out and taxing Greyghor with
responsibility, there’s not much question in my mind as to who bears the responsibility. Even if he
didn’t give the specific order himself—and I wouldn’t bet a mug of flat beer on that possibility!—it
had to be someone very close to him, and there are no indications he’s even remotely close to
identifying the culprit, much less punishing him. That sort of insidious rot, the kind that hides
behind a façade of loyalty and reverence, is deadly dangerous. Left to itself, hiding in the
shadows, the infection will only grow more and more corrupt until we find ourselves with a
second, or a third, or even a fourth ‘Church of Charis’ on our hands.”“I understand, Your Grace,”
Rayno murmured when the Grand Inquisitor paused once more. And the adjutant was beginning
to understand, too. Had the “culprit” in question been found anywhere except in the inner circles
of the Siddarmarkian government, Clyntahn wouldn’t simply have been concerned about any
future “rot.” He would have been demanding the head of whoever had done it. Unfortunately,
pressing Siddarmark too hard at this particular time was . . . contraindicated. The last thing the
Church wanted was to engineer a marriage between Siddarmark’s pikemen and Cayleb of
Charis’ navy.“Unfortunately,” Clyntahn continued, as if he’d been reading Rayno’s mind (which



wasn’t something the adjutant was completely prepared to rule out as a possibility), “if Greyghor
can’t—or won’t—identify the responsible party, there’s very little we can do about it from the
outside. For now, at least.”“I take it from what you’ve just said that you’ve been working on a
means to change that, Your Grace?”Rayno’s tone was merely politely inquisitive, and Clyntahn
snorted a grunting laugh as the adjutant arched his eyebrows delicately.“Actually, I have,” he
acknowledged, “and the fact that Siddarmark is so stubbornly attached to its ‘republican’
traditions is part of my thinking.”“Indeed, Your Grace?” This time Rayno cocked his head to the
side and crossed his legs as he awaited the Grand Inquisitor’s explanation.“One of the things
that makes Greyghor so damnably stiff-necked and defiant behind that mask of piety and
obedience of his is his belief that the voting citizens of Siddarmark support his policies. And, to
give Shan-wei her due, he’s pretty much been right about that. That’s one of the considerations
which has prevented us from turning up the pressure on him the way we really ought to have
done long ago. But I rather doubt that public opinion in Siddarmark is quite as firmly united in
approval of this schism of Charis’ as Greyghor may think it is. And if, in fact, his precious voters
disapprove of Charis and of the things he’s willing to do behind the scenes in support of the
schismatics, then I suspect he’ll change his tune.”“That sounds eminently sensible to me, Your
Grace,” Rayno said, nodding his head. “Exactly how do we . . . reshape that public opinion in our
favor, though?”“Over the next few days,” Clyntahn said, his tone a bit oblique, his eyes once
again straying to the white maelstrom of the October blizzard, “several of the Charisians seized
when their vessels were impounded will be arriving here in Zion. Actually, they’ll be arriving here
at the Temple itself.”“Indeed, Your Grace?”“Indeed,” Clyntahn confirmed. “They’ll be delivered
directly to the Order—to you, Wyllym.” The Grand Inquisitor’s eyes snapped back from the
windows, boring suddenly into Rayno’s. “I haven’t gone out of my way to mention their impending
arrival to the Chancellor or to the Treasurer General. I see no need to disturb them with what are,
after all, the Inquisition’s internal matters. Do you?”“Clearly not at this time, Your Grace,” Rayno
replied, and Clyntahn smiled again, thinly.“That was my thinking, as well, Wyllym. What we need
to do is to . . . interview these Charisians. Shan-wei is the Mother of Lies, of course. No doubt
she’ll do her damnable best to protect these heretics lest they betray her by revealing her plans
and perversions to the true children of God. But the Office of Inquisition knows how to strip away
Shan-wei’s mask and reveal the truth behind it. That will be your task, Wyllym. I want you to take
personal charge of their questioning. It’s essential that they confess what actually happened,
admit their deliberate provocation of the civil authorities who were simply attempting to
peaceably carry out their instructions from Mother Church and their own secular authorities. The
world must see clearly where the true blood guilt lies, just as it must learn of the perverse
practices and blasphemies which this so-called ‘Church of Charis’ has embraced and seeks to
enforce upon all the children of God in the name of its own dark mistress. Not only does the
redemption of these sinners’ own souls hang upon their full confession and repentance, but
once the truth is revealed, it will have a powerful effect upon ‘public opinion’ everywhere . . . even
in Siddarmark.”His eyes continued to bore into Rayno’s, and the adjutant drew a deep, steadying



breath. The Grand Inquisitor was right about the necessity of confession and repentance if a
soul which had strayed from the path of the archangels was ever to find true redemption. And the
Inquisition was accustomed to its stern, often heartbreaking responsibilities. It understood that
the true love of the sinner’s soul sometimes required that sinner’s body be dealt with harshly. It
was sadly true that it was often difficult to break into that fortress of self-pride, arrogance, and
defiance and lead the lost soul hiding within it back into the cleansing light of God’s love once
again. But however difficult the task might be, it was one the Inquisition had learned to discharge
long-ago.“How quickly do you need this accomplished, Your Grace?” he asked after a
moment.“As soon as possible, but not instantly,” Clyntahn replied with a shrug. “Until my . . .
colleagues are prepared to act openly, I doubt that a confession from Shan-wei herself would
carry much weight with anyone who’s already prepared to believe the schismatics’ lies. And, to
be perfectly frank, I expect that Duchairn, at least, is going to express all sorts of pious
reservations and protests at the thought of the Inquisition’s doing what’s necessary in this case.
So, for now, this needs to be done very quietly. Keep it within the Order and be sure that, even
there, you rely only on brothers whose faith and fidelity we know are trustworthy. I need to be
able to produce this testimony when the time comes, but in the meantime, we don’t need any
well-intentioned weaklings who don’t understand that, in this case, too much kindness would be
the worst cruelty of all, getting in the way and hampering our efforts.”“I agree with you, of course,
Your Grace,” Rayno said. “However, I do have a . . . tactical reservation, let’s say.”“What sort of
reservation, Wyllym?” Clyntahn’s eyes had narrowed slightly, but Rayno appeared not to notice
as he continued in the same calm, merely thoughtful tone of voice.“Everything you’ve just said
about controlling the time at which this testimony is made public strikes me as completely valid.
But you and I are accustomed to dealing with the pragmatic, often unpleasant duties and
responsibilities inherent in attempting to reclaim the fallen for Langhorne and God. If—when—
we obtain the apostates’ confessions, some people are going to wonder why we didn’t make
those confessions public immediately. Some of that questioning will be completely sincere and
legitimate, from people outside the Office of Inquisition who simply don’t understand that
sometimes saving the sinner is only the first step in combating a greater evil. But there will also
be those, Your Grace, who seize upon any delay as an opportunity to discredit anything we may
say. They’ll argue that the penitents were coerced, that their confessions aren’t reliable.”“No
doubt you’re right,” Clyntahn agreed. “In fact, the same thought had occurred to me. But almost
as soon as I thought about it, I realized I was worrying unduly.”“You were, Your Grace?”“Yes.”
Clyntahn nodded. “I have no doubt that once you’ve managed to bring these people to the point
of confession and repentance we’ll discover that many of the ‘Church of Charis’ perversions and
abominations are even worse—horrifically worse, in some cases—than anything we could
reasonably suspect from here. Undoubtedly, as the painstakingly thorough guardian of the truth
I’ve always known you to be, you’ll insist on confirming as many as possible of those outrageous
claims before making them public. It would never do to suggest such shocking possibilities if, in
fact, it later turned out that the heretics had lied to you. So, obviously, until we have that



confirmation, we couldn’t possibly justify presenting our findings to the Council of Vicars . . . or to
the citizens of Siddarmark who mistakenly believe that Cayleb, Staynair, and the others must
have at least some valid justifications on their side.”“I understand, Your Grace,” Rayno said, and
he did.“Good, Wyllym. Excellent! I knew I could trust your diligence and discretion in this
matter.”“You can, Your Grace. Definitely. I suppose the only remaining question I have is whether
or not you want progress reports.”“Nothing written at this point, I think,” Clyntahn said after
thinking for a moment. “Written memos have an unfortunate habit of being taken out of context,
especially by people who choose to take them that way in order to suit their own purposes. Keep
me informed, but verbally. When the time is right, I want to produce as many as possible of the
heretics who have confessed. And, of course, I’ll want detailed, signed and witnessed written
copies of their confessions, as well.”“I understand, Your Grace.” Rayno rose and bent to kiss
Clyntahn’s ring of office once more. “With all due respect, Your Grace, I think perhaps I should
return to my office. I need to do some personnel selection and make certain the brothers I
choose fully understand your fears and concerns.”“I think that sounds like an excellent idea,
Wyllym,” Clyntahn said, escorting the archbishop back towards his chamber’s door. “An excellent
idea, indeed. And when you make your selections, remember that Shan-wei is cunning. If there
should be a chink in the armor of one of your Inquisitors, never doubt she’ll find it and exploit it.
This responsibility is too serious, the potential consequences are too great, to let that happen.
Be sure that they’re fully protected in the armor of the Light and girded with the strength of will
and purpose and faith to do that which must be done, however grievous the doing of it may
seem. Our responsibility is to God, Wyllym. The approval or disapproval of mere mortal, fallible
men cannot be allowed to sway us from the obligation to meet that dreadful responsibility,
whatever it may demand of us. As Schueler taught and Langhorne himself confirmed,
‘Extremism in the pursuit of godliness can never be a sin.’ ”“Yes, Your Grace,” Wyllym Rayno said
quietly. “I’ll see to it that I—that all of us—remember that in the days to come.”This is a work of
fiction. All of the characters, organizations, and eventsportrayed in this novel are either products
of the author’s imaginationor are used fictitiously.BY HERESIES DISTRESSEDCopyright ©
2009 by David WeberAll rights reserved.Edited by Patrick Nielsen HaydenA Tor BookPublished
by Tom Doherty Associates, LLC175 Fifth AvenueNew York, NY 10010Tor® is a registered
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July 2009First Mass Market Edition: March 2010A MIGHTY FORTRESSDAVID WEBERA Tom
Doherty Associates BookNew York.I.Lizardherd Square,City of Manchyr,Princedom of
Corisande“So I don’t know about you people, but I’ve had more than enough of this dragon shit!”
Paitryk Hainree shouted from his improvised speaker’s perch on the municipal fire brigade
cistern.“Bastards!” a voice came back out of the small crowd gathered outside the tavern. It was
early in the morning, on a Wednesday, and like every other tavern on the face of Safehold, all the
taverns of the city of Manchyr were closed and would stay that way until after morning mass. The
sun was barely up, the narrow streets were still caverns of shadow, but the clouds overhead
already promised rain by afternoon, and the humidity was high.As, Hainree noted, were tempers.



It wasn’t a huge crowd, in fact it was considerably smaller than the one he’d hoped for, and
probably at least half the men in it were there more out of curiosity than commitment. But the
ones who were committed—“Fucking murderers!” someone else snarled back.Hainree nodded
vigorously, hard enough to make sure everyone in his angry audience could recognize the
gesture. He was a silversmith, by trade, not an actor or an orator, and certainly not a priest! But
over the last few five-days he’d had the opportunity to profit by the experience and advice of
quite a few men who were trained priests. He’d learned how voice projection and “spontaneous”
body language could support and emphasize a message—especially when that message was
backed by genuine, burning outrage.“Yes!” he shouted back to the last speaker. “Damned right
they’re murderers, unless you want to believe that lying bastard Cayleb!” He flung up his hands
in eloquent contempt. “Of course he didn’t do it! Why, what possible motive could he have had to
order Prince Hektor’s murder?”A fresh chorus of outrage, this time formed of pure anger rather
than anything as artificial as words, answered him, and he smiled savagely.“Goddamned
butchers!” yet another voice shouted. “Priest-killers! Heretics! Remember Ferayd!”“Yes!” He
nodded his head again, just as vigorously as before. “They can say what they want—this new
‘archbishop’ of ours and his bishops—but I’m not so sure you aren’t right about Cayleb’s
precious ‘Church of Charis’! Maybe there are some priests who’ve abused their offices. No one
wants to believe that—I don’t want to, do you? But remember what Archbishop Wyllym said in
his report about the Ferayd Massacre! There’s no doubt Cayleb lied about how terrible the
original attack was, and it’s for damned sure he and all his other bootlickers have been lying
about how ‘restrained’ their response to it was. But even so, Mother Church herself
acknowledged that the priests who were hanged—hanged impiously, with no proper Church
trial, by ‘Archbishop Maikel’s’ own brother, mind you!—were guilty of wrongdoing. Mother Church
said that, and the Grand Vicar imposed a personal penance on the Grand Inquisitor himself for
letting it happen! Does that sound to you like Mother Church can’t be trusted? Like we can’t rely
on her to deal with abuses and corruption? Like the only answer is to defy God’s own Church?
Cast down the vicarate Langhorne himself ordained?”There was another snarl of fury, yet this
one, Hainree noted, was less fiery than the one before. He was a bit disappointed by that, but
not really surprised. Corisandians, by and large, had never felt directly threatened by the policies
of the Church of God Awaiting and the Knights of the Temple Lands. Certainly not the way
Charisians had felt when they discovered their entire kingdom had been condemned to fire and
the sword by that same Church. Or, at least, by the men who controlled it.Still, it would have
been inaccurate—and foolish—to pretend there weren’t plenty of Corisandians who had their
own reservations about the Church’s current rulership. Manchyr was a long way from the Temple
or the city of Zion, after all, and Corisandians as a whole were undoubtedly more independent-
minded in matters of religion than the Inquisition or the vicarate at large would truly have
approved. For that matter, plenty of Corisandians had had sons or brothers or fathers killed in
the Battle of Darcos Sound, and it was common knowledge that Darcos Sound had been the
disastrous consequence of a war which had seen Corisande and its allies conscripted to act as



the Church’s proxies. Among those for whom religious fervor and orthodoxy were major
motivators, they burned with a blinding, white-hot passion that surpassed all others. The majority
of Corisandians, however, were far less passionate about those particular concerns. Their
opposition to the Church of Charis stemmed far more from the fact that it was the Church of
Charis, linked in their own minds with the House of Ahrmahk’s conquest of their princedom, than
from any outraged sense of orthodoxy. For that matter, Corisande undoubtedly harbored its own
share of the reform-minded, and they might well find themselves actively attracted to the
breakaway church.Best not to dwell too heavily on the heresy, Paitryk, Hainree told himself.
Leave the ones already on fire over that to burn for themselves. Father Aidryn’s right about that;
they’ll be hot enough without you. Spend your sparks on other tinder.“I’ve no doubt God and
Langhorne—and the Archangel Schueler—will deal with that, in time,” he said out loud. “That’s
God’s business, and Mother Church’s, and I’ll leave it to them! But what happens outside the
Church—what happens in Corisande, or here on the streets of Manchyr—that’s man’s business.
Our business! A man’s got to know what it is he stands for, and when he knows, he has to truly
stand, not just wave his hands about and wish things were different.”The last word came out in a
semi-falsetto sneer, and he felt the fresh anger frothing up.“Hektor!” a wiry man with a badly
scarred left cheek shouted. Hainree couldn’t see him, but he recognized the voice easily
enough. He should have, after all. Rahn Aimayl had been one of his senior apprentices before
the Charisian invasion ruined Hainree’s once thriving business, along with so many other of the
besieged capital’s enterprises, and Hainree had been there when a cracked mold and a splash
of molten silver produced the scar on Aimayl’s cheek.“Hektor!” Aimayl repeated now.
“Hektor!”“Hektor, Hektor!” other voices took up the shout, and this time Hainree’s smile could
have been a slash lizard’s.“Well,” he shouted then, “there’s a hell of a lot more of us than there
are of them, when all’s said! And I don’t know about you, but I’m not ready—yet—to assume that
all of our lords and great men and members of Parliament are ready to suck up to Cayleb like
this so-called Regency Council! Maybe all they really need is a little indication that some of the
rest of us aren’t ready to do that, either!”* * *“Hek-tor! Hek-tor!”Sergeant Edvard Waistyn
grimaced as the crowd streamed closer and its chant rose in both volume and anger. It was easy
enough to make out the words, despite the majestic, measured tolling of the cathedral’s bells
coming from so close at hand. Of course, one reason it might have been so easy for him to
recognize that chant was that, unfortunately, he’d already heard quite a few other chants, very
much like it, over the last few five-days.And it’s not anything I’m not going to be hearing a lot
more of over the next few five-days, neither, he thought grimly.The sergeant, one of the scout-
snipers assigned to the First Battalion, Third Brigade, Imperial Charisian Marines, lay prone on
the roof, gazing up along the narrow street below his perch. The crowd flowing down that street,
through the shadows between the buildings, still seemed touched by just a bit of hesitancy. The
anger was genuine enough, and he didn’t doubt they’d started out in the full fire of their outrage,
but now they could see the cathedral’s dome and steeples rising before them. The notion of …
registering their unhappiness was no longer focused on some future event. It was almost here



now, and that could have unpleasant consequences for some of them.Still and all, I’m not
thinking this is one as’ll just blow over with only a little wind. There’s rain in this one—and some
thunder, too, like as not.His intent eyes swept slowly, steadily across the men and boys shaking
their fists and hurling imprecations in the direction of the rifle-armed men formed up in front of
Manchyr Cathedral in the traditional dark blue tunics and light blue trousers of the Charisian
Marines. Those Marines formed a watchful line, a barrier between the shouters and another
crowd—this one much quieter, moving quickly—as it flowed up the steps behind them.So far,
none of the sporadic “spontaneous demonstrations” had intruded upon the cathedral or its
grounds. Waistyn was actually surprised it hadn’t happened already, given the ready-made
rallying point the “heretical” Church of Charis offered the people out to organize resistance to the
Charisian occupation. Maybe there’d been even more religious discontent in Corisande than the
sergeant would have thought before the invasion? And maybe it was just that even the most
belligerent rioter hesitated to trespass on the sanctity of Mother Church.And maybe this crowd’s
feeling a little more adventurous than the last few have, he thought grimly.“Traitors!” The shout
managed to cut through the rhythmic chant of the assassinated Corisandian prince’s name.
“Murderers! Assassins!”“Get out! Get the hell out—and take your murdering bastard of an
‘emperor’ with you!”“Hek-tor! Hek-tor!”The volume increased still further, difficult as that was to
achieve, and the crowd began to flow forward once again, with more assurance, as if its own
bellowed imprecations were burning away any last-minute hesitation.I could wish General
Gahrvai had his own men down here, Waistyn reflected. If this goes as bad as I think it could …A
group of armsmen in the white and orange colors of the Archbishop’s Guard marched steadily
down the street towards the cathedral, and the volume of the shouts ratcheted still higher as
those same protesters caught sight of the white cassock and the white-cockaded priest’s cap
with its broad orange ribbon at the heart of the guardsmen’s formation.“Heretic! Traitor!”
someone screamed. “Langhorne knows his own—and so does Shan-wei!”Perfect, Waistyn
thought disgustedly. Couldn’t’ve come in the back way, could he now? Don’t be daft, Edvard—of
course he couldn’t! Not today, of all days! He shook his head. Oh, isn’t this going to be fun?* *
*Down at street level, Lieutenant Brahd Tahlas, the youthful commanding officer of Second
Platoon, Alpha Company, found himself thinking very much the same thoughts as the veteran
sergeant perched above him. In fact, he was thinking them with even more emphasis, given his
closer proximity to the steadily swelling mob.And his greater responsibility for dealing with it.“I
can’t say I’m liking this all that much, Sir,” Platoon Sergeant Zhak Maigee muttered. The platoon
sergeant was half again Tahlas’ age, and he’d first enlisted in the Royal Charisian Marines when
he was all of fifteen years old. He’d been a lot of places and seen a lot of things since then—or,
as he was occasionally wont to put it, “met a lot of interesting people … and killed ’em!”—and
he’d learned his trade thoroughly along the way. That normally made him a reassuring presence,
but at the moment his face wore that focused, intent-on-the-business-in-hand expression of an
experienced noncom looking at a situation which offered all sorts of possibilities … none of them
good. He’d been careful to keep his voice low enough only Tahlas could possibly have heard



him, and the lieutenant shrugged.“I don’t much care for it myself,” he admitted in the same quiet
voice, more than a little surprised by how steady he’d managed to keep it. “If you have any
suggestions about how to magically convince all these idiots to just disappear, I’m certainly open
to them, Sergeant.”Despite the situation, Maigee snorted. He rather liked his young lieutenant,
and whatever else, the boy had steady nerves. Which probably had something to do with why
he’d been selected by Major Portyr for his current assignment.And Maigee’s of course.“Now,
somehow, Sir, I can’t seem to come up with a way to do that just this very minute. Let me ponder
on it, and I’ll get back to you.”“Good. In the meantime, though, keep your eye on that group over
there, by the lamppost.” Tahlas flicked one hand in an unobtrusive gesture, indicating the small
knot of men he had in mind. “I’ve been watching them. Most of these idiots look like the sort of
idlers and riffraff who could have just sort of turned up, but not those fellows.”Maigee considered
the cluster of Corisandians Tahlas had singled out and decided the lieutenant had a point. Those
men weren’t in the crowd’s front ranks, but they weren’t at the rear, either, and they seemed
oddly … cohesive. As if they were their own little group, not really part of the main crowd. Yet
they were watching the men about them intensely, with a sort of focus that was different from
anyone else’s, and some of those other men were watching them right back. Almost as if they
were … waiting for something. Or anticipating it, maybe.* * *The cluster of Church armsmen
was closer, now, Waistyn observed, and the quantity of abuse coming from the crowd swelled
steadily. It couldn’t get a whole lot louder, but it was getting more … inclusive as shouts and
curses with a clear, definitely religious content added themselves to the ongoing chant of Prince
Hektor’s name.“All right, lads,” the sergeant said calmly to the rest of the squad of scout-snipers
on the roof with him. “Check your priming, but no one so much as moves an eyelash without I
give the order!”A quiet chorus of acknowledgment came back to him, and he grunted in
approval, but he never took his eyes from the street below him. Despite his injunction, he wasn’t
concerned by any itchy trigger fingers, really. All of his Marines were veterans, and all of them
had been there when Major Portyr made his instructions perfectly—one might almost have said
painfully—clear. The last thing anyone wanted was for Charisian Marines to open fire on an
“unarmed crowd” of civilians in the streets of Corisande’s capital. Well, maybe that was the next
to last thing, actually. Waistyn was pretty sure that letting anything unfortunate happen to
Archbishop Klairmant would be even less desirable. That, after all, was what Waistyn’s squad
had been put up here to prevent.Of course, unless we’re ready to start shooting anyone as soon
as they get in range of him, it’s possible we might just be a tad late when it comes to the
“preventing” part, he thought with profound disgust.* * *“Blasphemers!” Charlz Dobyns
shouted, waving his fist at the oncoming Archbishop’s Guard. His voice cracked—it still had an
irritating tendency to do that at stressful moments—and his eyes glittered with excitement.Truth
to tell, Charlz didn’t really feel all that strongly one way or the other about this “Church of Charis”
nonsense. In fact, he hadn’t chosen his own war cry—that had been suggested by his older
brother’s friend, Rahn Aimayl. And he wasn’t the only person using it, either. At least a dozen
others in the crowd, most of them no older than Charlz himself, had begun shouting the same



word, just as they’d rehearsed, the moment someone caught sight of Archbishop Klairmant’s
approach.From the way some of the people around them were reacting, Rahn had been right on
the mark when he explained how effective the charge of blasphemy would be.Personally, Charlz
wasn’t even entirely certain exactly what “blasphemy” was—except for the way his mother had
always clouted him over the ear for it whenever he took Langhorne’s name in vain. And he had
no idea how the Church of Charis’ doctrine might be at odds with that of the rest of the Church.
He was no priest, that was for sure, and he knew it! But even he found it difficult to believe the
more spectacular stories about orgies on altars and child sacrifice. Stood to reason that nobody
could get away with that right here in the Cathedral without everyone knowing it was happening,
and he’d yet to meet anyone who’d actually seen it. Or anyone he would have trusted to tell him
whether or not it was raining, at any rate!As far as the rest of it went, though, for all he knew this
new “church” of theirs could have a point. If even a quarter of what some folks were saying about
the so-called “Group of Four” was true, he supposed he could understand why some people
could be upset with them. But that didn’t matter, either. They were the Vicars, and so far as
Charlz could see, what the Vicars said, went. He certainly wasn’t going to argue with them! If
someone else wanted to, that was their affair, and he knew quite a few Corisandians seemed to
agree with the Charisians. In fact, at this particular moment, there were a Shan-wei of a lot more
people inside the Cathedral than there were standing outside it shouting at them.For that matter,
Charlz’s own mother was the housekeeper for the rectory at Saint Kathryn’s. He knew where she
was this morning, and from what she’d said in the last few five-days, Father Tymahn seemed to
be leaning heavily towards this new Church of Charis, as well.But that was really beside the
point, as far as Charlz was concerned. In most ways, he shared his mother’s immense respect
for Father Tymahn, yet in this case, she was missing the true point. No. The true point—or at
least the one which had brought Charlz here this morning—wasn’t doctrine, or who wore the
archbishop’s priest’s cap here in Manchyr. Or it wouldn’t have been about who wore the cap …
except for the fact that the man who did had sworn fealty to the Empire of Charis, as well as the
Church of Charis, in order to get it.It wasn’t so much that Charlz was a fanatic Corisandian
patriot. There really weren’t all that many Corisandian “patriots,” in the sense that someone from
the millennium-dead Terran Federation might have understood the term. Loyalties in most
Safeholdian realms—there were exceptions, like Charis and the Republic of Siddarmark—
tended to be purely local. Loyalties to a specific baron, or earl, or duke, perhaps. Or to a prince,
or an individual monarch. But not to the concept of a “nation” in the sense of a genuine, self-
aware nation-state. Young Charlz, for example, thought of himself first as a Manchyrian, a
resident of the city of that name, and then as (in descending order of importance) a subject of
the Duke of Manchyr and as a subject of Prince Hektor, who had happened to be Duke of
Manchyr, as well as Prince of Corisande.Beyond that, Charlz had never really thought all that
deeply, before the Charisian invasion, about where his loyalties lay or about relations between
Corisande and the Kingdom of Charis. In fact, he still wasn’t entirely clear on exactly what had
provoked open warfare between Corisande and Charis. On the other hand, he was only sixteen



Safeholdian years old (fourteen and a half, in the years of long-dead Terra), and he was
accustomed to being less than fully clear on quite a few issues. What he did know was that
Corisande had been invaded; that the city in which he lived had been placed under siege; that
the Corisandian Army had been soundly defeated; and that Prince Hektor—the one clearly
visible (from his perspective, at any rate) symbol of Corisandian unity and identity—had been
assassinated.That was enough to upset anyone, wasn’t it?Still, he’d have been inclined to leave
well enough alone, keep his own head down, and hope for the best if it had been solely up to
him. But it wasn’t. There were plenty of other people here in Manchyr who definitely weren’t
inclined to leave well enough alone, and some of them were getting steadily louder and more
vociferous. It seemed pretty obvious to Charlz that sooner or later, if they had their way, people
were going to have to choose up sides, and if he had to do that, he knew which side he was
going to choose. Whatever had started the quarrel between Corisande and Charis, he didn’t
need any dirty foreigners poking any sticks into hornets’ nests here in his hometown.(And they
had to be dirty foreigners, didn’t they? After all, all foreigners were, weren’t they?)“Blasphemers!”
he shouted again.“Blasphemers!” he heard someone else shouting. It wasn’t one of his friends
this time, either. Others were starting to take up the cry, and Charlz grinned as he reached under
his tunic and loosened the short, heavy cudgel in his belt.* * *“That’s enough!”Rather to
Paitryk Hainree’s surprise, the voice of the young Charisian officer in front of the cathedral was
actually audible through the crowd noise. It probably helped that he was using a leather
speaking trumpet, but more likely, Hainree reflected, it had to do with the fact that he’d been
trained to be heard through the thunder of a field of battle.What surprised him even more was
that the front ranks of his crowd—No, mob, not “crowd,” he thought. Let’s use the honest word,
Paitryk—actually seemed to hesitate. His eyes widened slightly as he saw it, then narrowed
again as he recognized at least part of the reason. The Charisian had raised his voice to be
heard, true, but it wasn’t a bellow of answering anger. No, it was a voice of … exasperation. And
the young man’s body language wasn’t especially belligerent, either. In fact, he had one hand on
his hip, and it looked as if he were actually tapping his toe on the cathedral’s steps.He looks
more like an irritated tutor somewhere than an army officer confronting a hostile mob, Hainree
realized.“It’s Wednesday morning!” the Charisian went on. “You should all be ashamed of
yourselves! If you’re not in church yourselves, the least you can do is let other people go to mass
in peace!”“What d’you know about mass, heretic?!” somebody—he thought it might have been
Aimayl—shouted back.“I know I’m not going to throw rocks through a cathedral’s windows,” the
Charisian shouted back. “I know that much!” He gave a visible shudder. “Langhorne only knows
what my mother would do to me if she found out about that!”More than one person in the crowd
surprised Hainree—and probably themselves—by laughing. Others only snarled, and there was
at least a spatter of additional shouts and curses as Archbishop Klairmant passed through the
cathedral doors behind the Marines.“Go home!” The Charisian’s raised voice sounded almost
friendly, tinged more with resignation than anger. “If you have a point to make, make it
someplace else, on a day that doesn’t belong to God. I don’t want to see anybody hurt on a



Wednesday! In fact, my orders are to avoid that if I possibly can. But my orders are also to
protect the cathedral and anyone in it, and if I have to hurt someone outside it to do that, I
will.”His voice was considerably harder now, still that of someone trying to be reasonable, but
with an undertone that warned them all there was a limit to his patience.Hainree glanced around
the faces of the four or five men closest to him and saw them looking back at him. One of them
raised an eyebrow and twitched his head back the way they’d come, and Hainree nodded very
slightly. He wasn’t afraid of going toe-to-toe with the Marines himself, but Father Aidryn had
made it clear that it was Hainree’s job to nurture and direct the anti-Charis resistance. That
resistance might well require martyrs in days to come, yet it would need leaders just as badly.
Possibly even more badly.The man who’d raised the eyebrow nodded back and turned away,
forging a path towards the front of the now-stalled crowd. Hainree watched him go for a moment,
then he and several of the others began filtering towards the back.* * *Damn me if I don’t think
the lad’s going to do it! Platoon Sergeant Maigee thought wonderingly.The sergeant wouldn’t
have bet a single Harchong mark on Lieutenant Tahlas’ being able to talk the mob into turning
around and going home, but Tahlas had obviously hit a nerve by reminding them all it was
Wednesday. Maigee had expected that to backfire, given the shouts of “blasphemer” and
“heretic” coming out of the crowd, yet it would appear the lieutenant had read its mood better
than he had.“Go on, now,” Tahlas said, his tone gentler as the mob’s volume began to decrease
and he could lower his own voice level a bit. “Disperse, before anyone gets hurt. I don’t want that.
For that matter, whether you believe it or not, Emperor Cayleb doesn’t want that; Archbishop
Klairmant doesn’t want that; and it’s for damned sure—if you’ll pardon my language—that God
doesn’t want that. So what say you and I make all those people happy?”* * *Charlz Dobyns
grimaced as he felt the mood of the crowd around him shift. Somehow, this wasn’t what he’d
anticipated. This Charisian officer—Charlz had no idea how to read the man’s rank insignia—
was supposed to be furious, screaming at them to disperse. Threatening them, making his
contempt for them clear. He certainly wasn’t supposed to be just talking to them! And reasoning
with them—or pretending he was, at any rate—was just too underhanded and devious to be
believed.And yet, Charlz wasn’t completely immune to the Charisian’s manner. And the other
man had a point about its being Wednesday. Not only that, but the Charisian’s mention of his
mother had reminded Charlz forcibly of his own mother … and how she was likely to react when
she found out what her darling boy had been up to when he was supposed to be at mass
himself.He didn’t know what thoughts were going through the minds of the rest of the crowd, but
he could sense the way the entire mob was settling back on its heels, losing the forward
momentum which had carried it down the street. Some of the people in it—including some of
Charlz’s friends—were still shouting, yet their voices had lost much of their fervor. They sounded
shriller, more isolated, as if those voices’ owners felt their own certainty oozing away.Charlz took
his hand away from the truncheon under his tunic and was a bit surprised to discover he was
actually more relieved than regretful at the way things had so unexpectedly shifted.He started to
turn away, then paused, his eyes widening in shock, as the man who’d just walked up behind him



brought something out from under his own tunic.Charlz had never seen one of the new
“flintlocks” which had been introduced into the Corisandian Army, but he recognized what he
had to be seeing now. It was a short, squat weapon—a musket whose stock had been cut down
and whose barrel had been sawn down to no more than a couple of feet. It was still far bigger
and clumsier than the pistols which equipped the Charisian Imperial Guard, and it must have
been extraordinarily difficult to keep it hidden, but the flintlock which had been fitted in place of
its original matchlock didn’t need a clumsy, smoldering, impossible-to-hide, lit slow match. That
had probably helped a lot where concealing it was concerned, a corner of Charlz’s mind thought
almost calmly.He watched, frozen, as the weapon rose. It poked over the shoulder of another
young man, no more than a year or so older than Charlz himself, standing beside him. The other
young man twitched in astonishment, turning his head, looking across and down at the muzzle
as it intruded into the corner of his field of vision … just as the man holding it squeezed the
trigger.* * *The sudden gunshot took everyone by surprise, even experienced noncoms like
Waistyn and Maigee. Perhaps it shouldn’t have taken the sergeants unaware, but Tahlas’
obvious success in calming the crowd had lulled even them just a bit, as well.The man behind
that musket had marked the Marine lieutenant as his target. Fortunately for Brahd Tahlas,
however, no one would ever have described the would-be murderer’s weapon as a precision
instrument. It was a smoothbore, with a very short barrel, and loaded with meal powder, not
corned powder. Less than a quarter of the slow-burning, anemic propellant had actually been
consumed before the rest was flung out of the barrel in a huge, blinding cloud, and the bullet’s
flight could only be characterized as … erratic.The unfortunate young man who’d been looking
at the muzzle at the moment it was fired screamed in agony as his face was savagely burned. He
staggered back, clutching at his permanently blinded eyes, and four or five more people who’d
been unlucky enough to be standing directly in front of him cried out in pain of their own as
blazing flakes of gunpowder seared “coalminer’s tattoos” into the backs of their necks. One
especially luckless soul actually had his hair set on fire and went to his knees, howling in panic
and pain as he beat at the flames with both hands.Charlz Dobyns was far enough away to
escape with only minor singeing, and his head snapped around, looking for the musket’s target.*
* *“Shit.”Lieutenant Tahlas wondered if Platoon Sergeant Maigee even realized he’d spoken
out loud. The single word was pitched almost conversationally, after all. Not that it was going to
make a lot of difference.The musket ball had almost certainly been meant for him, the lieutenant
realized, but it hadn’t found him. Instead, it had slammed into the chest of one of his privates, a
good four feet to his right. The Marine went down, clutching at the front of his suddenly bloody
tunic, and Tahlas realized something else. Major Portyr’s orders had been perfectly explicit on
the matter of what Tahlas was supposed to do if firearms or edged weapons were used against
any of his troops.“Fix bayonets!” he heard his own voice command, and the men of his platoon
obeyed.He saw many of those in the crowd suddenly trying to back away as steel clicked and
the long, shining blades sprouted from the ends of his Marines’ rifles. Some of them managed it;
others found their escape blocked by the mass of bodies behind them, and still others reacted



quite differently. Expressions snarled, truncheons and clubs came out from under tunics, and the
front of the mob seemed to solidify somehow, drawing together. It seemed clear the people in
those front ranks were ready for a fight.For now, Brahd Tahlas thought grimly. For now,
perhaps.He looked at his bleeding private, and his jaw tightened as his expression hardened
into something far less youthful than his years. He’d seen dead men enough at Talbor Pass. He
looked away again, meeting Maigee’s eye, and his youthful voice was a thing of hammered
iron.“Sergeant Maigee, clear the street!” he said.This is a work of fiction. All of the characters,
organizations, and events portrayed in this novel are either products of the author’s imagination
or are used fictitiously.A MIGHTY FORTRESSCopyright © 2010 by David WeberAll rights
reserved.Maps by Ellisa MitchellA Tor BookPublished by Tom Doherty Associates, LLC175 Fifth
AvenueNew York, NY 10010Tor® is a registered trademark of Tom Doherty Associates,
LLC.First Edition: April 2010First eBook edition: February 2014HOW FIRM A
FOUNDATIONDAVID WEBERA Tom Doherty Associates BookNew York.I.Castaway Islands,
Great Western Ocean; Imperial Palace, City of Cherayth, Kingdom of Chisholm; and Ehdwyrd
Howsmyn’s Study, Delthak, Kingdom of Old CharisNights didn’t come much darker, Merlin
Athrawes reflected as he stood gazing up at the cloud-choked, stormy sky. There were no stars,
and no moon, through those clouds, and although it was summer in Safehold’s southern
hemisphere, the Castaway Islands were almost four thousand miles below the equator on a
planet whose average temperature was rather lower than Old Terra’s to begin with. That made
“summer” a purely relative term, and he wondered again how the islands had come to be
named.There were four of them, none of which had ever been individually named. The largest
was just under two hundred and fifty miles in its longest dimension; the smallest was barely
twenty-seven miles long; and aside from a few species of arctic wyverns and the seals (which
actually resembled the Terran species of the same name) which used their limited beaches, he’d
seen no sign of life anywhere on any of them. He could well believe that any ship which had ever
approached the barren, steep-sided volcanic peaks rising from the depths of the Great Western
Ocean had managed to wreck themselves. What he couldn’t figure out was why anyone would
have been in the vicinity in the first place, and how there could have been any surviving
castaways to name the islands afterward.He knew they hadn’t been named by the terraforming
crews which had first prepared Safehold for human habitation. He had access to Pei Shan-wei’s
original maps, and these miserable hunks of weather and wind-lashed igneous rock, sand, and
shingle bore no name on them. There were still quite a few unnamed bits and pieces of real
estate scattered around the planet, actually, despite the detailed atlases which were part of the
Holy Writ of the Church of God Awaiting. There were far fewer than there’d been when Shan-wei
and the rest of the Alexandria Enclave were murdered, though, and he found it fascinating (in a
historical sort of way) to see which of them had been christened only after dispersion had
started shifting the colonists’ descendants’ Standard English into Safehold’s present dialects.He
wasn’t here to do etiological research on planetary linguistics, however, and he turned his back
to the howling wind and examined the last of the emitters once more.The device was about half



his own height and four feet across, a mostly featureless box with a couple of closed access
panels, one on each side. There were quite a few other similar devices—some quite a bit larger;
most about the same size or smaller—scattered around the four islands, and he opened one of
the panels to study the glowing LEDs.He didn’t really have to do it, of course. He could have
used his built-in com to consult the artificial intelligence known as Owl who was actually going to
be conducting most of this experiment anyway. And he didn’t really need the LEDs, either; the
storm-lashed gloom was daylight clear to his artificial eyes. There were some advantages to
having been dead for a thousand standard years or so, including the fact that his PICA body was
immune to little things like hypothermia. He’d come to appreciate those advantages more
deeply, in many ways, than he ever had when a living, breathing young woman named Nimue
Alban had used her PICA only occasionally, which didn’t keep him from sometimes missing that
young woman with an aching, empty need.He brushed that thought aside—not easily, but with
practiced skill—and closed the panel with a nod of satisfaction. Then he crunched back across
the rocky flat to his recon skimmer, climbed the short ladder, and settled into the cockpit. A
moment later, he was rising on counter-grav, turbines compensating for the battering wind as he
climbed quickly to twenty thousand feet. He broke through the overcast and climbed another
four thousand feet, then leveled out in the thinner, far calmer air.There was plenty of moonlight
up here, above the storm wrack, and he gazed down, drinking in the beauty of the black and
silver-struck cloud summits. Then he drew a deep breath—purely out of habit, not out of need—
and spoke.“All right, Owl. Activate phase one.”“Activating, Lieutenant Commander,” the computer
said from its hidden cavern at the base of Safehold’s tallest mountain, almost thirteen thousand
miles from Merlin’s present location. The signal between the recon skimmer and the computer
was bounced off one of the Self-Navigating Autonomous Reconnaissance and Communications
platforms Merlin had deployed in orbit around the planet. Those heavily stealthed, fusion-
powered SNARCs were the most deadly weapons in Merlin’s arsenal. He relied on them heavily,
and they provided him and the handful of human beings who knew his secret with
communications and recon capabilities no one else on the planet could match.Unfortunately,
that didn’t necessarily mean someone—or something—off the planet couldn’t match or even
exceed them. Which was, after all, pretty much the point of this evening’s experiment.Merlin had
chosen the Castaway Islands with care. They were eleven thousand miles from the Temple,
eighty-seven hundred miles from the city of Tellesberg, seventy-five hundred miles from the city
of Cherayth, and just over twenty-six hundred miles from the Barren Lands, the closest
putatively inhabited real estate on the entire planet. No one was going to see anything that
happened here. And no one (aside from those arctic wyverns and seals) was going to get killed
if things turned out … badly.Not that it looked that way to the recon skimmer’s sensors at the
moment. Indeed, according to them, there were thousands of moving, human-sized thermal
signatures scattered around the islands in half a dozen “towns” and “villages.” One of those
towns was centered on the device he’d just examined twenty-four thousand feet below the
skimmer, which had just come to life as Owl obeyed his instructions. No one looking at it would



have noticed anything, but the skimmer’s sensors picked up the new heat source
immediately.Merlin sat back, watching the thermal signature as its temperature rose to
approximately five hundred degrees on the Fahrenheit scale Eric Langhorne had imposed upon
the brainwashed colonists almost nine hundred Safeholdian years ago. It held steady at that
point, and if there’d still been any human (or PICA) eyes to watch, they would have noticed it was
beginning to vent steam. Not a lot of it, and the wind snatched the steam plume to bits almost
more quickly than it could appear. But the sensors saw it clearly, noted its cyclic nature. Only an
artificial source could have emitted it in such a steady pattern, and Merlin waited another five
minutes, simply watching his instruments.“Have we detected any response from the kinetic
platforms, Owl?” he asked then.“Negative, Lieutenant Commander,” the AI replied calmly.“Initiate
phase two, then.”“Initiating, Lieutenant Commander.”A moment later, additional heat sources
began to appear. One or two of them, at first, then half a dozen. Two dozen. Then still more,
scattered around the islands as individuals and in clusters, all in around the same temperature
range, but registering in several different sizes, and all of them “leaking” those cyclical puffs of
steam. The cycles weren’t all identical and the steam plumes came in several different sizes and
durations, but all of them were clearly artificial in origin.Merlin sat very still, watching his
instruments, waiting. Five more minutes crept past. Then ten. Fifteen.“Any response from the
kinetic platforms now, Owl?”“Negative, Lieutenant Commander.”“Good. That’s good, Owl.”There
was no response from the computer this time. Merlin hadn’t really expected one, although Owl
did seem to be at least starting to develop the personality the operator’s manual promised he
would … eventually. The AI had actually offered spontaneous responses and interpolations on a
handful of occasions, although seldom to Merlin. In fact, now that he thought about it, the
majority of those spontaneous responses had been directed to Empress Sharleyan, and Merlin
wondered why that was. Not that he expected he’d ever find out. Even back when there’d been a
Terran Federation, AIs—even Class I AIs (which Owl most emphatically was not)—had often had
quirky personalities that responded better to some humans than to others.“Activate phase three,”
he said now.“Activating, Lieutenant Commander.”This time, if Merlin had still been a flesh-and-
blood human being, he would have held his breath as two-thirds or so of the steam signatures
on his sensors began to move. Most of them moved fairly slowly, their paths marked by twists
and turns, stopping and starting, turning sharply, then going straight for short distances. Several
others, though, were not only larger and more powerful but moved much more rapidly and
smoothly … almost as if they’d been on rails.Merlin watched the slower moving heat signatures
tracing out the skeletal outlines of what could have been street grids in the “towns” and “villages”
while the larger, faster-moving ones moved steadily between the clusters of their slower
brethren. Nothing else seemed to be happening, and he made himself wait for another half hour
before he spoke again.“Still nothing from the platforms, Owl?”“Negative, Lieutenant
Commander.”“Are we picking up any signal traffic between the platforms and the
Temple?”“Negative, Lieutenant Commander.”“Good.” Merlin’s one-word response was even
more enthusiastic this time, and he felt himself smiling. He leaned back in the flight couch,



clasping his hands behind his head, and gazed up at the moon that never looked quite right to
his Earth-born memories and the starscape no Terrestrial astronomer had ever seen. “We’ll give
it another hour or so,” he decided. “Tell me if you pick up anything—anything at all—from the
platforms, from the Temple, or between them.”“Acknowledged, Lieutenant Commander.”“And I
suppose while we’re waiting, you might as well start giving me my share of the flagged take from
the SNARCs.”“Yes, Lieutenant Commander.”* * *“Well,” Merlin said, several hours later as his
skimmer headed northwest across the eastern reaches of Carter’s Ocean towards the city of
Cherayth, “I have to say, it looks promising so far, at least.”“You could’ve told us when you started
your little test.”Cayleb Ahrmahk, Emperor of Charis and King of Old Charis, sounded more than
a little testy himself, Merlin thought with a smile. At the moment, he and Empress Sharleyan sat
across a table from one another. The breakfast plates had been taken away, although Cayleb
continued to nurse a cup of chocolate. Another cup sat in front of Sharleyan, but she was too
busy breast-feeding their daughter, Princess Alahnah, to do anything with it at the moment.
Depressingly early morning sunlight came through the frost-rimed window behind Cayleb’s
chair, and Sergeant Edwyrd Seahamper stood outside the small dining chamber’s door,
ensuring their privacy.Like them, Seahamper was listening to Merlin over the invisible,
transparent plug in his right ear. Unlike them, the sergeant was unable to participate in the
conversation, since (also unlike them) he didn’t have any convenient sentries making sure no
one was going to wander by and hear him talking to thin air.“I did tell you I intended to initiate the
test as soon as Owl and I had the last of the EW emitters in place, Cayleb,” Merlin said now,
mildly. “And if I recall, you and Sharleyan knew ‘Seijin Merlin’ was going to be ‘meditating’ for the
next couple of days. In fact, that was part of the cover plan to free me up to conduct the test in
the first place, unless memory fails me. And in regard to that last observation, I might point out
that my memory is no longer dependent on fallible organic components.”“Very funny, Merlin,”
Cayleb said.“Oh, don’t be such a fussbudget, Cayleb!” Sharleyan scolded with a smile. “Alahnah
was actually letting us sleep last night, and if Merlin was prepared to let us go on sleeping, I’m
not going to complain. And frankly, dear, I don’t think any of our councilors are going to complain
if you got a bit more rest last night, either. You have been a little grumpy lately.”Cayleb gave her a
moderately betrayed look, but she only shook her head at him.“Go on with your report, Merlin.
Please,” she said. “Before Cayleb says something else we’ll all regret, whether he does or
not.”There was the sound of something suspiciously like a muffled laugh from the fifth and final
party to their conversation.“I heard that, Ehdwyrd!” Cayleb said.“I’m sure I don’t know what you’re
referring to, Your Majesty. Or, I suppose, I should say ‘Your Grace’ since you and Her Majesty are
currently in Chisholm,” Ehdwyrd Howsmyn replied innocently from his study in far-off Old
Charis.“Oh, of course you don’t.”“Oh, hush, Cayleb!” Sharleyan kicked him under the breakfast
table. “Go on, Merlin. Quick!”“Your wish is my command, Your Majesty,” Merlin assured her while
Cayleb rubbed his kneecap with his right hand and waved a mock-threatening fist with his
left.“As I was saying,” Merlin continued, his tone considerably more serious than it had been,
“things are looking good so far. Everything I could see on the skimmer’s sensors, and everything



Owl can see using the SNARCs, looks exactly like a whole batch of steam engines either sitting
in place and working or chugging around the landscape. They’ve been doing it for better than
seven hours now, and so far neither the kinetic bombardment platform nor whatever the hell
those energy sources under the Temple are seem to have been taking any notice at all. So if the
‘Archangels’ did set up any kind of automatic technology-killing surveillance program, it doesn’t
look like simple steam engines are high enough tech to break through the filters.”“I almost wish
we’d gotten some reaction out of them, though,” Cayleb said in a far more thoughtful tone,
forgetting to glower at his beloved wife. “In a lot of ways, I would’ve been happier if the platforms
had sent some kind of ‘Look, I see some steam engines!’ message to the Temple and nothing
had happened. At least then I’d feel more confident that if there is some command loop to
anything under the damned place, whatever the anything was, it wasn’t going to tell the
platforms to kill the engines. As it is, we can’t be sure something’s not going to cause whatever
the anything might be to change its mind and start issuing kill orders at a later date about
something else.”“My head hurts trying to follow that,” Sharleyan complained. He gave her a look,
and she shrugged. “Oh, I understood what you were saying, it’s just a bit … twisty for this early in
the morning.”“I understand what you’re saying, too, Cayleb,” Merlin said. “For myself, though, I’m
just as glad it didn’t happen that way. Sure, it’d be a relief in some ways, but it wouldn’t actually
prove anything one way or the other about the decision-making processes we’re up against.
And, to be honest, I’m just delighted we didn’t wake up anything under the Temple with our little
test. The last thing we need is to throw anything else into the equation—especially anything that
might decide to take the Group of Four’s side!”“There’s something to that,” Cayleb agreed, and
Sharleyan nodded feelingly.None of them felt the least bit happy about the energy signatures
Merlin had detected under the Temple. The native-born Safeholdians’ familiarity with technology
remained largely theoretical and vastly incomplete, but they were more than willing to take
Merlin’s and Owl’s word that the signatures they were seeing seemed to indicate something
more than just the heating and cooling plant and maintenance equipment necessary to keep the
“mystic” Temple environment up and running. As Cayleb had said, it would be nice to know that
whatever those additional signatures represented wasn’t going to instruct the orbital kinetic
platforms which had transformed the Alexandria Enclave into Armageddon Reef nine hundred
years before to start killing the first steam engines they saw even after it had been told about
them. On the other hand, if whatever was under the Temple (assuming there really was
something and they weren’t all just being constructively paranoid) was “asleep,” keeping it that
way as long as possible seemed like a very good idea.“I agree with you, Merlin,” Howsmyn said.
“Still, as the person most likely to catch a kinetic bombardment if it turns out we’re wrong about
this, I have to admit I’m a little worried about how persistence might play into this from the
platforms’ side.”“That’s why I said it looks good so far,” Merlin replied with a nod none of the
others could see. “It’s entirely possible there’s some kind of signal-over-time filter built into the
platforms’ sensors. I know it’s tempting to think of all the ‘Archangels’ as megalomaniac lunatics,
but they weren’t all totally insane, after all. So I’d like to think that whoever took over after



Commodore Pei killed Langhorne at least had sense enough to not order the ‘Rakurai’ to shoot
on sight the instant it detected something which might be a violation of the Proscriptions. I can
think of several natural phenomena that could be mistaken at first glance for the kind of industrial
or technological processes the Proscriptions are supposed to prevent. So I think—or hope, at
least—that it’s likely Langhorne’s successors would have considered the same possibility.“For
now, at least, what we’re showing them is a complex of obviously artificial temperature sources
moving around on several islands spread over a total area of roughly a hundred thousand
square miles. If they look a little more closely, they’ll get confirmation that they’re ‘steam engines,’
and Owl will be turning them on and off, just as he’ll be stopping the ‘trains’ at ‘stations’ at
intervals.” He shrugged. “We’ve got enough power to keep the emitters going literally for months,
and Owl’s remotes can handle anything that might come up in the way of glitches. My vote is that
we do just that. Let them run for at least a month or two. If we don’t get any reaction out of the
platforms or those energy sources under the Temple in that long, I think we’ll be reasonably safe
operating on the assumption that we can get away with at least introducing steam. We’re a long
way from my even wanting to experiment with how they’ll react to electricity, but just steam will
be a huge advantage, even if we’re limited to direct drive applications.”“That’s for certain,”
Howsmyn agreed feelingly. “The hydro accumulators are an enormous help, and thank God
Father Paityr signed off on them! But they’re big, clunky, and expensive. I can’t build the things
up at the mine sites, either, and if I can get away with using steam engines instead of dragons for
traction on the railways here at the foundry, it’ll only be a matter of time—and not a lot of that—
before some clever soul sees the possibilities where genuine railroads are concerned.” He
snorted in amusement. “For that matter, if someone else doesn’t see the possibilities, after a
couple of months of running them around the foundries it’ll be reasonable enough for me to
experience another ‘moment of inspiration.’ I’m developing quite a reputation for intuitive genius,
you know.”His last sentence managed to sound insufferably smug, and Merlin chuckled as he
visualized the ironmaster’s elevated nose and broad grin.“Better you than me, for oh so many
reasons,” he said feelingly.“That’s all well and good,” Sharleyan put in, “and I agree with
everything you’ve just said, Ehdwyrd. But that does rather bring up the next sticking point, too,
I’m afraid.”“You mean how we get Father Paityr to sign off on the concept of steam power,”
Howsmyn said in a considerably glummer tone.“Exactly.” Sharleyan grimaced. “I really like him,
and I admire and respect him, too. But this one’s so far beyond anything the Proscriptions
envision that getting his approval isn’t going to be easy, to say the least.”“That’s unfortunately
true,” Merlin acknowledged. “And pushing him so far his principles and beliefs finally come up
against his faith in Maikel’s judgment would come under the heading of a Really Bad Idea.
Having him in the Church of Charis’ corner is an enormous plus—and not just in Charis, either,
given his family’s prestige and reputation. But the flip side of that is that turning him against the
Church of Charis would probably be disastrous. To be perfectly honest, that’s another reason
I’ve always figured keeping the emitters running for a fairly lengthy period doesn’t have any
downside. Now that we know—or if we decide we know—the bombardment platforms aren’t



going to kill us, we can start giving some thought about how we convince Father Paityr not to
blow the whistle on us, as well.”“And if it turns out the bombardment platforms are going to kill
the ‘steam engines’ after all,” Cayleb agreed, “nothing but a bunch of thoroughly useless,
uninhabited islands gets hurt.”“Useless, uninhabited islands so far away from anyone that no
one’s even going to realize ‘Langhorne’s Rakurai’ has struck again if it happens,” Sharleyan said
with a nod.“That’s the idea, anyway,” Merlin said. “That’s the idea.”This is a work of fiction. All of
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